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Foreword

UNIVERSITIES educate future leaders andl develop the higil-level

technical capacities that underpin economic growth. Developing countries
have invested heavily in their universities and other institutions of higher
learning. During the past twenty years, enrollments have increased on aver-
age by 6.2 percent per year in low- and lower-middle-income countries, and by
7.3 percent per vear in upper-middle-inlcome countries. Souices of external
finance stich as the World Bank have helped to underwrite this expansion.

Rapid enrollment growth in maniy countries may have contributed, how-
ever. to a deterioration in quality. Pressures on public resources have led to the
neglect of key hiputs to instruction and research. Furthermore, public subsi-
dies as a proportion of unit costs of hig,her education often far exceed the
subsidies to primary and secondary education. Because students in higher
education tend to come from the higher-income groups, a large publicl\
funded higher educationl system tends to have adverse effects on income
distribution. The need to imlplenient comprelihensive reform is widely ac-
knowledgel.

This study draws on the World Bank's operational and policy analysis
experience, a review of existing literature, andl original studies. Broad consulta-
tion was undertaken with highier education policymakers in developing coun-
tries, representatives of exteinal tinanice agencies. and acknowledged experts
from the academic world. The objective of this study is to dIraw lessons fiom
recent experience to inform and sharpen policy discussioni both in the Bank and
among our borrowers.

The study is part of a broader search for ways to improve the effectiveness
of World Bank- suppor-t for education. The work pro-rani beganl with two
Policy Papers, Primar)y Education (World Bank 1990t) anci Vocational andit 
Technical Education an,,d Trainims (World Bank 1991b). This report on higher

vii



viii FOREWORD

education is the third in the series. An overview paper on education policy is
now being procluced that will summar-ize the issues and policy recommenda-
tions for the edlucationi sector as a whole.

This report examinies the main dimensions of the higher education crisis in
developing countries and assesses the prospects for successful reform. In
exploring strategies and options to improve the performance of higher educa-
tion systems, it focuses on four main directionis for reform: greater differentia-
tion of higher education institutionis. includinig the dlevelopment of private
institutions: diversification of funding sources for public higher education: a

redefinition of the role of the state in highier education, with greater emphasis
on institutional autonomy and accouLntability; and an emphasis on the impor-
tance of policies explicitly designed to give priority to quality and equity
objectives.

Bringing about change is a difficuilt task. but significant reforms have
already taken place in many couLntries. The report ciraws lessons fiom interna-
tional experiences in reform, and it provicdes a menu of policy options for
countries looking for ways to improve the contribution of higher education to
economic and social development.

Armeanue M. Choksi
Vice President

HutI?ItJI Resour( es Delelopment anld Operations Polic y
The World Ban-k



Preface

THE PURPOSE of this study is to highlight and make widely
available the lessons of experience with higher education in many countries.
It brings together the results of a large number of thematic reports and re-
gional case studies on higher education either specifically commissioned for
the study or prepared as part of the regular activities of World Bank opera-
tional departmenits.

Much emphasis was put on external consultation in preparing the study.
The work program was guidedl by a series of international and regional meet-
ings that brought together leaders in higher education from industrial and
developing countries, representatives of lending and aid agencies. and mem-
bers of higiler education associations. This conisultative process proved a
valuable chaniniel for sharing infonnationl and receiving constructive feedback
to guide the study. The study was dliscussed by the Executive Directors of the
World Bank on October 15. 1993.

In view of the growing complexity and diversity of moderin higher educa-
tion systems. this study uses a generic defiiiition of higher eclucation that en-
compasses all formal post-secondary institutionis that train middle- and high-
level professionial personnel in degree-, diploma-, and certificate-granting pro-
grams. The terms higher eclucation, tertiary education, and post-secondary edu-
cation are used interchangeably in this documnent.

While the focus of this stucly is oii the developing countries of Africa, Asia,
and Latin America, the specific circumstances of the former socialist republics
of Europe and Central Asia, which are in a process of rapicl economilic transi-
tion. are also discussed where appropriate.

This study was prepared by a team led by Jamil Salmi and comprising
Douglas Albrecht, Robin DePietro-Jurand. Tom Eisemon, Moussa Kourouma,

ix
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Omporn Regel, Viswanathan Selvaratnam, Erik Thulstrup, Kin Bing Wu, and
Adrian Ziderman. The background papers and the initial draft of the study were
prepared under the general direction of Ann 0. Hamilton and the immediate
supervision of Adriaan M. Verspoor in the World Bank's Population and Hu-
man Resources Department. The study was completed under the general direc-
tion of K. Y. Amoako and the immediate supervision of Peter R. Moock in the
Bank's Education and Social Policy Department. Margareta J. Verbeeck pre-
pared it for publication.



Executive Summary

'I'he Chiallenoes sand the Ctonstraints

Higher education is of paramount importance for economic and social develop-
ment. Institutions of higher education have the main responsibility for equip-
ping incdividuals with the advanced knowledge and skills required for positions
of responsibility in governmenlt, business, and the professions. These institu-
tions produce new knowledge through research, serve as conduits for the trans-
fer. adaptation, and dissemination of knowledge generated elsewhere in the
world, and support govenmilent and business with advice and consultancy ser-
vices. In most couLItries. higher education institutions also play important social
roles by forging the national identity of the country and offerinig a forum for
pluralistic debate. The development of higher education is correlated with
economic developmenit: enrollment ratios in higher education average 51 per-
cent in the countr-ies that belong to the Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development (OECD), compared with 21 percent in middle-income coun-
tries and 6 percenlt in low-incomiie countries. Estimated social rates of returnl of
10 percent or more in many developing countries also ihldicate that investments
in higher education contribute to increases in labor productivity ancl to higher
long-term economic giowth. which are essential for povertv alleviation.

Higiher Education in C/risis

Despite the clear importance of investment in highier education for econ>omic
growth and social development, the sector is in crisis throughout the world. In
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all countries, higher education is heavily dependent on governmenit funding. In
an era of widespread fiscal constraints. industrial as well as developing COUIn-

tries are grappling with the challenige of preserving or improving the quality of
higher educationi as education budgets-and particularly expenditures per stu-
dent-are compressecd.

The crisis is niost acute in the cleveloping world. both because fiscal
aCljustmenits have been har-shier and because it has been mor-e difficult for
developing countries to containi pressuLes for enrollment expansion, given
relatively low enrollimenit ratios. The result has been a dr-aimatic compression
of per stuclent expenditures since the late 1 970s-for example. in Sub-Saharan
Africa fromil an average of $6.30() in 1980 to $1.5t)0 in 1988. (ThroughIout the
book. dollars are U.S. dlollars unless specified.) To the extent that it results
fromli a more efficient use of resources, lower spendinig per studenlt is desir-
able, but the quality of teachinig and research has deteriorated precipitously in
many countries. In these countr-ies, higher educationi institutions operate Lll-

der adver-se conditionis: overcrowding, deteriorating physical ftacilities, andl
lack of resources for nonsalary expenditul-es such as textbooks, eclucational
materials. laboratory consumables, and maintenance. Reflecting the sluggish
growth of aggregate (lemaid for higihly skilled labor, graduate unemilploymenit
in developing counltlies rose sharply duL-ing the 1980s and contilues to rise.

In most developing countries. higher education has been the fastest-grow-
ing segmenit of the education system during the past twenty years, with enroll-
ments increasinig on average by 6.2 percenit per year in low- and lower-
middle-income countries and 7.3 percent per year in upper-middle-income
countries. This rapid iicr-ease has been driveni by high levels of subsidization
and. in some cases. guaranteed govermiient employment of graduates. In most
cases, the outcome of these policies has been fiscally unsustainiable enroll-
ment growth and a sharp decline in quality. The decline in academic standaids
in primilary and secondary education has also affected the perforimianlce of
higher education systems. While the rapid growth of enrolliments has led to
increased access to higiler- eCLucattioll for traditionially less privileged popula-
tions, including womeni and students of rural orioiin. higher educatioll gener-
ally remains elitist, with the majority of students cominig from wealthier
families.

Despite the fact that female enrollment rates have grown faster thall male
enrollment rates. women are still sorely uLiderTepr-esented in higiler- education
in many countr-ies. While male and female enrollmenit ratios are relatively
equal in the former- socialist countries of Eastern and Central Europe and in
some Latin American countr-ies (for example. Brazil), in 1989 womell ac-
counited for only 25 percent of enrollmients in Africa. 35 percent in Asia, 36
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percent in the Middle East and North Africa. and 47 percent in Latin America
and the Caribbean.

Compounding the problem of declining resouices per student is the inef-
ficient use of these resouices. Higher education in many developing countries
is characterized by low student-staff ratios, underutilized facilities, duplica-
tive program offerings, high dropout and repetitioni rates, and a veery large
share of the budget devoted to noneducational expen ditules, such as subsi-
dized student houisiig. food, and other services. In one Latin American coun-
try, for instanice. costs per graduate in public universities are seven tilmes
highier than in private univer-sities because of the higiher repetition and dropout
rates. In many francophonle Africani countries. more thani 50 percelit of the
total higher education budget is spent on noneducatiolial student subsidies.
These higil subsidies to public university students are not only an inefficienit
educational investimienit but also regressive social spendinig. because students
enr-ollecd il universities are disproportionately fromil the upper end of the in-
come dlistributioll.

A number of OECD countries have responidedt to the funding crisis by
iitioducing innovative policies during the past decade aimned at increasing the
efficiency of higher education (suchi as the Netherlancs' use of funding foimu-
las) and stimulating greater private funding (as in Australia and Ireland).
Despite the relentless fiscal pressures that most developing countr-ies face.
few have made significant progress in the area of higiler education reforill. Yet
the experience of a few developing countries such as Chile indicates that it is
possible to achieve a well-fulIctioning. diversified, and growing higher educa-
tion system even as public spencling per studenit declines.

Indeed. it is arguable that higher education should not have the higilest-
priority clain on incremenital public resources available for education in
many developing countries, especially those that have not vet achieved acd-
equate access. equity. and quallity at the priiary and secondary levels. This is
because of the priority that couLitries attachi to achieving uLniversal literacy:
because the social rates of return on investments in primialry andl secondary
education usually exceed the retur-nis on higher education; and because invest-
ments in basic education6 can also improve equity because they tend to reduce
income inequialities. Each country needs to weiglh careftully the right balance
of resouice allocation between the three education subsectors, considerilig the
relative social rates of retuin at each level as well as the complementaritv
which exists between primary, secondary, and tertiary education. Further-
more. the overwhelming fiscal reality in most developing counitries is such
that quality improvements and enrolliment expansioni in higiler educationl will
have to be achieved with little or no increa se in public expenditures.
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Strategies for Reform

This report analyzes the lessons of experience to show how developing coun-
tries can achieve the goals of greater efficiency, quality, and equity in higher
education. It documents the depth of the crisis affecting higher education
systems throughout the developing world, notwithstanding variations in the
size, diversity. public/private split, and funding levels which characterize the
sector in different countries. A review of country experience suggests four key
directions for reform:

* Encouraging greater differentiation of institutions. including the devel-
opment of private institLtionis

* Providing incentives for public institutions to diversify sources of fund-
ing. including cost-sharing with students, and linking govenmment fund-
ing closely to perfonniance

* Redefining the role of government in higher education
* Introducinig policies explicitly desigIned to give priority to quality and

equity objectives.

Reform requirements and political and economic conditions vary consider-
ably across regions, and there is no single blueprint appropriate for every
country. While the four key directions given above constitute broad areas ftor
reform, the pace of iilplementing reforms ancd the relative importance of
various options will obviously depend on specific country circumstances such
as the level of income and the degree of ecducation development (for example,
primary and secondary level coverage, and the existence of private institu-
tions). This book draws lessons from a wide rangoe of country experiences in
order to inform the process of policy analysis and policy choice in developing
countries intent upon improving the equity. efficiency, and quality of their
higher education systems.

In no country will achieving these reforns be easy. The predominianit
pattem of public higher education in the developing world principally benefits
the most affluent households, who are also the most powerful politically. The
chilcdreni of the well-off are heavily subsidizedl by the rest of society to attend
public universities, reinforcing their economic and social advantage. Experi-
ence demonstrates that breaking this pattern is essential, and also that the
political difficulty of doing so should not be underestimatecl. In countries with
fragile systems of governance, students with grievances-and there will be
grievances if subsidies and privileges are reduced-can represent a threat to
political stability. Governments therefore necessar-ily tread warily in introduc-
ing reforms that affect the most powerful households and those with the poten-
tial to destabilize political regimes.
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Diferenetit(ting In1stitutions cizd Expcanding Private Provision

The tiaditional model of the European resear-ch university. with its one-tier
program structure, has proven expensive and inappropr-iate in the developing
world. Increased differentiation in higher education, or the development of
non-university institutions andl encouragemilenit of private institutions, can help
meet the growing social demnand for higher education and make higher educa-
tion systems more responsive to changing labor market needs. Asia is the
continenit where differ-entiation efforts have been the most extensive and the
most effective ancd whichi has the most lessons for the rest of the developing
world. Governmenlts in Asia spend less per student on higher education than il
other regions. but achieve higher- coverage because they have been able to lower
average costs ancd mobilize private funding through increased differentiation.

Developing Non- Universityl hIstitutions

In recent years, non-university higher education institutions, both public and
private, have grown faster than universities. Non-uniiver-sity institutions in-
clude polytechnics. short-cycle professionial and technical institutes, commu-
nity colleges. and distance education and open learning programs. Their lower-
cost programs make themil both attractive to students and easier for private
providers to set up. In the most successful cases, non-unliversity institutions
offer training that responds tlexibly to labor market demands and is linked
witil ulliver-sity programis through appropr-iate transfer mechanisms such as
credit systems and equivalency provisions.

Enconurag,ing Private Provision of Higher Education

PI-ivate institutionis are an iilportanit element of some of the strongest higher
education systems to be found today in developing countries. They can re-
spondl efficiently anid flexibly to changing demand, and they increase educa-
tional opportunities with little or no additional public cost. Governments can
encourage the development of private highler education to complement public
institutions as a means of managing the costs of expanding higher education
enrollments, increasing the diversity of traininig programils. and broadening
social participationi in higher edticationi.

A key finding from successful examples is that government encourage-
ment of a sound private sector in highier education requires a policy and regula-
tory fr-amework which avoids disincentives such as tuition price controls. and
includes mechanisms for accreditationl, oversigilt, and evaluation of private
institutions. Some countries have also provided financial incenitives to Sti111U-
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late the development of private institutions on the grounds that these provide a
means of expanding enrollments at lower public cost. Making public t'unding
for quality improvements available to both private and public instititions on
the basis of the quality of their proposals serves the long-ternm objective of
establishing a level playing field for all higher education institutions. public
and private alike. Competition for public resour-ces has been used as a stimulus
for improved quality and increased efficiency in Chile. and on a more limitecl
scale in Brazil and the Republic of Korea with competitive processes for re-
search funding.

Diversifying the Funding of Public Institutions
and Introducing Incentives for Their Performance

Public institutions will continue to educate a large share, if not the majority, of
students in most countries. even if the role of the private sector is strengthened
andl most nevw enrollments are chanlneled to private institutiolns. Experience
shows that if public institutions are to acihieve higher quality and greater
efficiency, governmenits will need to implement sweeping reforms in finalic-
ing designed to: ( 1 ) encourage the mobilization of greater private finanicilig of
higher education, (2) provide support to qualified students unable to pursue
their studies for reasons of inadequate family income. and (3) foster efficiency
in allocating and USing° pLiblic resources among and within institutions.

Mobilizinlg Greater Private Fintaining

Cost-sharing with students. The financial base of public higher- education
can be strengtilenled by mobilizing a greater shar-e of the necessary financing
from students themselves, who can expect significantly greater lifetime eain-
ings as a result of receivinig higher education and who often come from
ftamilies with ample ability to contribute to the costs of their education. Cost-
sharing can be pul-sued through1 tUitiOll fees and the elimiination of subsidies
for no1uilnstIuctionial costs. Governments can permit public institutiolns to es-
tablish their own tuition and fees without interference. althoug1h governments
have an importanit role to play in making objective infomiationl about school
quality available to prospective students. Countries can also reduce sharply, if
not elimiinate, the subsidization of noniinstructionial expenditures such as housiig
and meals. In Botswana andl Ghania. for instance, subsidies for student meals
have been eliminated, the catering functioni has been privatized, and signifi-
cant cost savings have been achieved.

Funidim, from alumni and external aiid and lendinig agencies. A second
source of private resour-ces is donations ancl endowmenits from alumni and
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private industry. In some countries, notably the United States and United King-
dom, alumni contributions repr-esent a significant source of discretionary in-
come for higher education institutions. This kincd of philanthropy caln be en-
couraged by favorable tax regimes. The establishmenit of trust funds with initial
support from external aid and lending agencies also can be a useful formn of
endowmenit, especially in small states with a limited econonmic base.

Ifcn.me-generaltmi g activities. Governments can encourage public higher
education institutions to pursue incomne-generating activities such as short-tern
courses, contract research for industry, and consultancy services. The first step
is to eliminate the disincentive many countries create by reducing government
budget allocations to public institutions to offset any increnienital resources
they raise from outside sources. Governments can create positive incentives by
matching the funds raised from outside income.

In sum. increased private financial support for higher educationn mobilized
thl-ough the eliminiationi of noninistiuctional subsidies. the introduction of fees.
the pursuit of donationis. and the undertakinig of inconle-generating activities
can provide institutions with a more diversified and likely more stable funding
base. An indicative target could be for public institutions to generate income
covering 30 percenlt of recurrenit expenditures from these nongovernment
sources. Several countr-ies have already achieved this percentage with tuitiOnl
fees alone. The timie required to reach this target will vary w ith country circum-
stances. however. and countries such as Chile, Jordan. and Korea that have
already achieved this degree of active mobilization of funds from the private
sector may well want to go further. In additioni to reducing their dependence on
public financing and their vulnerability to budiget fluctuationis. cost-sharilng
makes public institutiolIs more responsive to mar-ket signals. Cost-sharing with
students also creates important incentives for students to select their programs
of study carefully and to complete their studies more rapidly.

A critical teature of aniy policy to encourage the diversification of higher-
education fundini2 is to allow incremental resources to remain available in
significanit measure for use in the institutionis that mobilize them. Policies thiat
seek to expropriate resources obtained by the efforts of individual institutions
for use by a central author-ity are self-defeating because they destroy the institu-
tions' incentive to look for savings or generate income.

Financial Support to Needx' Stuideiits

Cost-sharing canni1ot be implemilenited equitably without a funlctioning student
loan program to assist students who need to borrow for their education and
without scholarship programs that guarantee necessary financial support to
academically qualified poor students unable to absorb the direct and indirect
(forgone eamnings) costs of highler educationi.
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Govemnments can imiprove the efficiency of existing student loan schemes
and broaden their coverage. Experience to date with existing loan schemes in
about fifty industrial and developing countries has been disappointing. Be-
cause of heavily subsidized interest rates, high default rates, and high admin-
istrative costs, the financial peiformance of loan schemes has been unsatisfac-
tory. But the experiences of Colomnbia and the Canadian province of Quebec,
for example, show that it is possible to design and administer financially
sustainable programs.

Income-contingent loan schemes. being adopted by a growing number of
countries, can be more efficient and equitable than traditional loan schemes, if
national income tax and social security authorities have the administrative
capacity to handle loan collection efficiently.

Equity can also be enhanced by grant schemes targetecl to the lowest-
income students and by work-study programs. Finanicial assistance programs
that are administered by a central agency (such as in the United Kingdom and
United States), and that allow students to take their assistance package to any
institution of their- choosing, have an importanit advantage over programs
administered by individual institutions. Such "student-based" or "portable"
assistance enables poor students to make the same choices as those with more
financial resources and stimulates competition among educational institutions
to offer progranms in line with student demand. In this way, governments can
use market forces to stimulate increases in the quality and efficiency of higher
education.

Incentives f Efficienit Resource A llocationt anid Utili ation7

The distribution of public resources to tertiary institutions in most countries is
based on negotiated budgets. This fails to providle incentives for efficient
operation and quality imiprovement and makes it difficult to adjust the distri-
bution of financial resources to changing circumstances. Alternative mecha-
nisms that link funding to performance criteria are being used increasingly by
OECD countries andl could be considered by developing countries as well.
Chile's innovative program to channel funding to public and private institu-
tions on the basis of the number of top-quality students they attract stimulates
institutionis to improve their quality. Such funding mechailisnis create power-
ful incentives for higlher quality and/or more efficient use of resouL-ces.

Redefining the Role of (Governimenit

The types of reforms discussed above imiply profound changes in the relation-
ship between government and the higher education establishment in many
countries. For most countries. they also imply considerable expansion of the
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private sector in higher education. Nonetheless, there are clear economic justi-
fications for continued state support of higher education:

* Higher education investments generate external benefits important for eco-
nomic development, such as the long-term returns on basic research and on
technology development and transfer: because these benefits cannot be cap-
tured by individuals. they result in socially suboptimal private investment in
higher education

* Imperfections in capital markets curtail the ability of individuals to borrow
adequately for education. which reduces. in particular, the participation of
meritorious but economically disadvantaged groups in higher education.

In most developing countries. however, the extent of government involve-
ment in higher education has far exceeded what is economically efficient. The
crisis of higher education, particularly in the public sector, is stimulating a
change in the extent, objectives. and modalities of government intervention in
higher education in order to ensure a more efficient use of public resources.
Rather than direct control, the government's responsibility is becoming that
of providinig an enabling policy environnment for both public and private
higher education institutions and of using the leverage of public funding to
stimulate these institutions to meet national training and research needs effi-
ciently. Successful implementation of higher education reforms has been shown
to depend oni: (1) the establishlment of a coherent policy framework: (2)
greater reliance on incentives and market-oriented instruments to implement
policies: and (3) increased management autonomy for public institutions.

A Colerent PolicY Framework

More differentiated higher education systems require a well-defined legal
framework and consistent policies. They require a vision on the part of
policymakers for the sector as a whole and for the role of each type of institu-
tion within that whole, including private institutions. Small but capable inde-
pendent oversight agencies can formulate and monitor higher education poli-
cies, guide budcgetary allocations. and evaluate and publicize institutions'
perfonnance for the benefit of prospective students.

Greate,' Reliance on Incentive Inistr-luments to Implement
Policies

Where circumstances require correction of labor market and enrollment dis-
tortions. governments do best to rely on student incentives such as scholar-
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ships and student loans and on resource allocation processes rather than issuing
directives to institutions regarding their student intake. For students to make
rational choices, however, they need good information on the costs and quality
of courses at different institutions and on the labor market opportunities for
graduates of different courses. Governments can help strengthen the quality of
education by ensuring that such information is widely available (for example,
on institutions' costs, relative performance, and on salaries in the labor market)
and by certifying quality through accreditation. Governments can either ac-
credit higher education institutions themselves, although this can be very de-
manding on resources, or allow private accrediting agencies and professional
associations to perform this function.

Increased Autonomy for Public Institutions

Decentralization of all key management functions (including the power to set
fees, recruit and retrench personnel, and use budgetary allocations flexibly
across expenditure categories) to higher education institutions themselves is a
sine qua non for successful reform, especially with respect to funding diversi-
fication and more efficient use of resources. Institutions cannot respond to
incentives to improve quality and efficiency without control over their re-
sources and processes. Along with increased autonomy, however, higher edu-
cation institutions need to be held accountable for their academic and man-
agement performance. This requires more sophisticated evaluation criteria
and oversight capacity than most governments have in place today.

Focusing on Quality, Responsiveness, and Equity

Priority objectives for higher education reform, against which progress can be
measured, are: (1) increased quality of teaching and research; (2) increased
responsiveness of higher education to labor market demands; and (3) in-
creased equity.

Enhancing the Quality of Training and Research

High-quality training and research require well-prepared students. This prepa-
ration, in turn, is determined by the quality of academic primary and second-
ary education and the selection process for higher education. A high-quality
and well-motivated teaching staff and a supportive professional culture are
essential. Universities also need sufficient pedagogical inputs including cost-
effective access to up-to-date information through electronic networks and
CD-ROM. Finally, an important determinant of academic performance is the
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ability to evaluate and monitor the quality of training and research outputs. The
most effective evaluation mechanisms emphasize self-evaluation of an
institution's missioni and perforimianice combined with external assessment.
w\hethier by professional associations or a governmenit oversight agency.

Because they have limited hullan anid financial resources. difficulty in
taking advantage of economies of scale, and a modest-size labor market.
small and low-incomiie countr-ies face specific constraints on the size of higher
education systems that they can afford. These countries need to find an appro-
priate balance between institutiolIs they canl support locally, regional institl-
tions, and overseas training. Ini many cases. the only cost-effective way of
establishine or maintainiing graduate traininlg and research programs is to
organize them on a regional basis. Each participating country would support a
few strong national programs operating as regional centers of specialization
within the frameworkl of a multi-state institutioll sUich as the University of the
SoutIl Pacific or the lJniversity of the West Indies.

Responding to Chanolging Et osnomic Demands

In the context of economilic growth strategies based on technological innova-
tion. it is critically inpor-tanit that the institutions responsible for advanced
training and research programs be guided by representatives from the produc-
tive sectors. The participation ol' private sector repr-esentatives on the gover-n-
ing boards of public and private highier education institutions can help ensule
the relevance of academic programns. Fiianlcial incentives for joint industry-
university cooperative research, corporate-sponsored internships for students,
and part-timile academic appointments ftor professionals from the productive
sectors can all help strengtheni the lilkages and communication between the
higher- education system and other- sectors of the econlomily. In the newly
industrialized economies of East Asia. for instance, government-provided
funding for cooperative research was a strong incenitive for firms and univer-
sities to establish linkages. Contiluinig education programs are also an effec-
tive chaninel to responid to changing training requir-emenits.

Pursuing Equiht

Achieving greater equity ot' participation in higher education is important for
economic efficiency, as well as for social justice and stability. Preferential
admissions policies to increase the proportion of low-income ethnic minority
and female students will not adversely affect higher education quality if over-
all selectivity is high. if remiledial assistance is available, and if concomitant
efforts are macle to increase the average quality of secondary education. Ulti-
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matelv, equity cannot be achieved in higher education unless women, low-
income youths, and other disadvantaged subgroups of the population have
access to good-quality public education at the preschool, primary, and sec-
ondary levels.

Implications for- the World Balk

World Bank lendinlg for higher education has a mixed record. In several coun-
tries, especially in the early years of lending for education, the Bank supported
investments based on a narrow manpower rationale. Projects were mainly di-
rected toward individual institutions and did not focus sufficiently on sectoral
policy issues. As a result. some Bank-finianced investments have proven to be
unsustainable. The Bank has been most successful where it helped shape a
coherent sub-sectoral development program andl supported the implementation
of policy reforimis arid investments through a series of lending operations. as in
China. The three decades of World Bank educationl lending to Korea offer
another example of a successful approacih, which involved well-integrated sup-
port for investments to (levelop the national scientific trainiing and research
infrastructure as well as industrial capacity.

Higher education investments are important for economic growth. They
increase individuals' productivity and incomes, as indicated by rate-of-return
analysis, and they also prodiuce significant external benefits not captured by
such analysis. such as the long-term returns to basic researchi and to technol-
ogy development and transfer. Economic growth is a critical prerequisite for
sustained poverty reduction in developing countries. which is the overarching
objective of the World Bank.

Within the education sector, however, there is evidence that higher educa-
tion investments have lower social rates of return than investments in primary
and secondary education and that investimients in basic education can also
have more direct impact on poverty reduction, because they tend to improve
income equality. Recognizing this. developing countries throughout the world
are investing heavily at these levels. and in primary education in particular;
gross primary enrollment ratios incr-eased from 79 to 104 percent between
1970 and 1990. This progress has been supported with World Bank lending,
and primary and secondary education will continue to be the highest priority
subsectors in the Bank's education lending to countries that have not yet
achieved universal literacy and adequate access, equity, and quality at the
primary and secondary levels. In these countries, our involvemenlt in higher
education will continue to be mainly to make its financing more equitable and
cost-effective, so that primary and secondary education can receive increased
attention at the margin.
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Refonn of higher education. and pailicularly strategies for mobilizing greater
private financinig ftor hi-her education through cost-sharing and the promotion
of private institutionis, can help countries free up some of the incremental
public resources needed to improve quality and access at the primal-y and
secondar-y levels. World Bank lending ftor higher education thus has a further
strong justification: to support coulitries' efforts to adopt policy reforim1s that
will allow the subsector to operate mor-e efficiently and at lower public cost.
Countr-ies prepared to adopt a highier education policy framework that stresses
a differentiated institutional structure and diversified resource base, with greater
emphasis on private providers and private funding. will contilLue to receive
priority. In these countr-ies. Bank leniding for higher education is supporting sector
policy reforms, institutional developmenit, and quality improvemenit.

Sector- Policy Reftnrnis

Reforms of the financinig andc managemiient of higher education are necessary iti
many countries to establish a more equitable. efficient. and higher-quality sys-
tem. Bank support for highier education generally takes place in an agreed-upon
policy firamewor-k with monitor-able benchmarks. While the composition of the
package of policy reforimis will vary by regioni and incomiie level, reflecting each
countr-y's specific socioeconomilic and political circuLImstanices, in most cases it
includes some combination of measures to: ( I ) control access to public highler-
education on the basis of efficient and equitable selection criter ia: (2) encour-
age the development of institutiolns with different progr-ams and different mis-
sions: (3) establish a positive environment for private institutions; (4) iitr-oduce
or increase cost sharing and other financial diversification measures: (5) pro-
vi(le loan, granit, and work-study schemes to ensure that all qualified students
have the opportunity to puIsue higher education; (6) allocate public resources
to higiler e(lucationi institutions in ways that are transparent and that strengthen
quality and increase efficiency; and (7) provide autonomily in how public insti-
tutions raise andti use resources and determine student intake.

Instituitiona1bl Development

Support for institutional developmenit will continue to aim at strengthening
government policymakinig and refor)m implementation as well as the planning
ancd financial management of higher education institutions. At the national
level. this implies: (I) establishing or strengthening oversight bodies with a
capacity to analyze policy, evaluate fundinlg requests, monitor institutions'
performance, and make information about institutions' perfonnance available
to students: (2) introducing transparent mechanisms for the allocation of pub-
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lic hiegher education budgets: and (3) assisting countries to set up or restructure
their student loan and financial assistance systems. At the institutional level, it
consists of technical assistance and financial incentives to strengthen the mana-
gerial ca pacitv of universities and other institutionis and their ability to improve
efficiency.

QualitY Improvement

Woorld Banik investimienits in higher education will continue to be integr-ated into
national strategies that give explicit priority to improving the quality of instruc-
tion and researcil. This means that ( I ) Bank investments in higher education are
increasingly targeted to support nationial and regional programs of excellence.
whether public or private, (2) access to funding is more and more on a competi-
tive basis, and (3) the Bank is supportinig the establishment of accreditation and
performance assessment systems.



C H A P T E R O N E

The Challenges and the Constraints

H IGHER education contributes to humani resource development
in many ways. Investment in higher education can be a key contributor to a
country's economic giowth. Higher education institutions have the main re-
sponsibility for training a country's professioiial personnel, includilig the
managers, scientists, engineers, and techinicians who participate in the devel-
opment, adaptation. and diffusion of innovations in the economy. Such insti-
tutions should create new knowlecige through research and advanced trainilig
and serve as a conduit for its transfer, adaptation. and dissemination.

In most countlies, higher education also plays important social roles by
forging the national identity of the country and offering a forum for pluralistic
debate. The development of higher education is correlated with economic
developmenit: enrollment ratios in higher education average 5 1 percent in the
OECD countries, compared with 21 percent in middle-income countlies and 6
percent in low-ilcomiie countries.

During the past three decades, developing nations have invested consider-
able resources in their higher education systems. often with the support of
external aid and lending agenicies. Quantitatively, the results in many cases
have surpassed expectations. In most countries, higher education has been the
fastest-growing segment of the education system. Between 1965 and 1990.
enrollment ratios increased very' rapidly in most parts of the developing world:
from I to 9 percent in North Africa, from 8 to 16 percent in the Middle East,
from 7 to 21 percent in Latin America. aiid friom 8 to 17 percent in East Asia.
As a result of their investment in higher education, several developing coun-
tries have established a comprehensive infrastructure for advanced training,

15
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have fully indigenized their public bureaucracies, and have used their universi-
ties to foster national Lunity.

Higher Education in Crisis

Despite the clear iilportance of higher educationi for economic yrowth and
social development, investment in the sector is in crisis in industrial as well as
developing countries throughout the world. In all countries, higher education
is heavily dependent on govenmellt fuIldinig. anid unit costs are high relative
to other segmenits of the education system. In an era of widlespread fiscal
constraints, industrial as well as developing countries are grappling with the
challenge of how to preseive or improve the quality of higiler edlucation as
education budgets-and particularly expendituLes per student-are compressed.

The crisis is most acute in the developing world, both because fiscal
adjustments have been harsher and because it has been more difficult for these
countries to contain pressures for enrollmenit expansion, given relatively low
enrollmenit ratios. In inost developilg countr-ies. higher education has been the
fastest-growiny segment of the education system (luring the past twenty years.
with enrollments iicreasing on average 6.2 percent per year in low- anic
lower-middle-income countries and 7.3 percent per year in upper-middle-
income countries. This rapid increase has been driven by a high level of
subsidizationi and in such cases, guaranteecl government employment of gradu-
ates. While there are exceptions, the quality of teaching and research has
declined shar-ply in public higher- education iiistitutionis in the developing
world. Many public systems operate with overcrowded and deteriorating physi-
cal facilities, inadequate staffing. poor library resources, and insufficient sci-
entific eqtlipmenit and instructional materials. Even in the former socialist
nations of Europe and Central Asia. where the growth of enrollments was
limited until 1989. drastic reductions in public funding are jeopardizing the
quality and sustainability of existing progranis and even the survival of insti-
tutions. In many countries, intemial efficiency is very low and graduate uLlen-
ployment continues to rise. Serious inequities in access and resouice alloca-
tion (especially by socioeconomic origini an(d gender) also persist in many
settings.

Resource Constraillts

The number of studlenlts enrolled in higher education institutions continued to
rise rapidly in the I980s, reflecting the pressure of growing enrollments at the
secondary level and intensified demand for higher education. Adverse
macroeconomic conditions and increased comnpetition for scarce public funds
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have reduced many governments' capacity to support higher education. and
public expenditures for higher education have fallen. The two trends taken
together represent a sharp decline in real per-student expenditures (see figure
1.1). The effect of the squeeze on resource availability has been exacerbated
by inefficiency in resource utilization.

The decrease in resources has been particularly acute in Africa and the
Middle East. In Sub-Saharan Africa, during the 1980s average public expen-
diture per student declined from $6,300 to $1,500 in real terms. In the Middle
East and North Afiica. it declined from $3,200 to $1,900. In the former
socialist countries of Europe and Central Asia, severe declines in resource
availability took place in the early 1990s. In Hungary, for example. higher
education recurrent expenditures fell by 21 percent from 1991 to 1993. To the
extent that it reflects the more efficient use of resources, lower spending per
student is desirable. but the quality of higher education teaching and research

FIGURE 1.1 HIGHER EDUCATION ENROLLMENT AND PUBLIC EXPENDITURE ON HIGHER
EDUCATION
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has deteriorated precipitously n many counitries (see box 1.l). Available
resources have been stretched beyond miiiinial levels of effectiveness, indi-
cated by inadequate staffing and (leterioratinig infi-astr-ucture.

Inacdeqluate stalfing. Teacher salaries have been declining in real terms
and. as a result. the ability of public higher education institutions to retain
qualified staff has become a persistenit problenm in many countries. The more
experienced facUlty are leaving higher education for better-paying positions
elsewhere. More commonly, they devote most of their time to outside work to
earn extra income. In Nigeria. for example. public university salaries in 1992
are only 10 percent of their 1978 real value. Because of its unattractive
remunerationl schemile. the University of Malaysia has been losing its top
lecturers to the private sector. In Bulgaria. the 35 percent decline in real

BOX 1.1 DECLINING CAPACITY formed academic work into part-time
FOR TEACHING AND RESEARCH employment for many staff. In addi-
IN AFRICAN UNIVERSITIES tion, many of the residence halls are

accommodating students far in ex-
Uganda's Makerere University and the cess of their physical capacity.
University of Dakar in Senegal were The University of Dakar, originally
for many years after independence designed for 3,500 students, enrolled
two of Africa's premier public univer- nearly 20,000 students in 1991. There
sities. Today, their facilities have de- has been a gradual decline in the
teriorated and the quality of instruc- physical infrastructure-facilities,
tion provided is profoundly threat- laboratories, libraries, and so on-
ened-the consequence of political because of the lack of resources and
and economic turmoil combined with maintenance. This is most evident in
chronic underfunding and misalloca- the library, once the largest in the re-
tion. gion. The library's central air condi-

In Uganda. Makerere University tioning system broke down in 1980
and its affiliated institutions account and has not yet been repaired, plac-
for 94 percent of all university enroll- ing the book collection in jeopardy
ments. University lecturers receive a from heat and dust. The University of
salary equivalent to just $19 per Dakar spends five times more money
month. A 1990 survey indicated that every year to buy medicines for its
27 senior staff had resigned from the students and their families than it does
university since 1989, most to take to purchase books or periodicals for
employment elsewhere, and that 48 the library.
percent of teaching positions were
unfilled. The low salaries have trans- Sources: World Bank 1992d, 1992e.
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teacher salaries during 1991 as a result of the recession has prompted the
depalture of qualified personnel. In Russia. the present economic crisis has
meant reduced funding for all research institutions, leading to tile loss of many
researchers.

Deterioratirn in frastiructure. With continued enrollnenlt expansioll ac-
companied by steadily declining real resources, public institutionis have be-
come overcrowded. Higher educationi manager-s are increasingly concentrat-
ing on nleetiing immediate operaticg needs anid neglecting the maintenance
requiremenits of the physical plant. Instr-uctional and living conditions have
deterioratecl in maniy institutions. Examples of infrastructure decay and hisuf-

ficient pedagogical resources in classroomis, laboratories, and libraries can be
found in all regions. A suIvey of thirty-one Sub-Saharan African countries
revealed that the average number of books per student held by univer-sity
libraries fell fromii 49 in 1980 to 7 in 1990.

The decline in academic standards in primiiary and secondary edLication
has also affected the perfornanice of highier education systems.

Initer na(il EffwiclefC 1

In virtually all countries, the decline in resouices has been compounded by
iiefficient use. Even though maniy public facilities are overburdened by stu-
dents, they are also often underused. For instance, main ulliver-sity libraries
are closed evenings andc weekends in accordance with civil service regula-
tiois. In some countries, the rapid rise in enrollmenits has led to the prolifera-
tiOnl of Linecoiionmically small, specialized histitultionls characterized by high
unit costs and significanit duplication in their program offerings. In China. for
instance, the number of higher ecducationi institutions surged from 392 at the
eiid of the CultUral Revolution to 1.075 in 1989: by 1989. 35 percent of
institutions had fewer than 1.000 studeits. A 1986 study showed that Linit
costs in such small institutionis were 50 percent higher than in institutions with
at least 4.000 students. In Centr-al and Eastemn Europe. the higher education
sector was deliberately fragmented ulider- socialist regimes for reasons of
political control.

Low studenit-staff rattios. high dropout andl repetition rates. and low gradu-
ation rates also drive up the cost per gradUate. In Brazil. for example. stucdent-
teacher ratios are very low in the federal universities (7:1 ) so that undergradu-
ate unit costs are edluivalent to about $6,000. In Venezuela. costs per graduate
in public ulliver-sities are seven times higher thani in private univer-sities be-
cause of the higher repetition and dropout rates. In Cameroon, the cost per
liberal arts graduate in puiblic ulliver-sities is $74,000 because of the high
repetition and (iropout rates.
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In many countries, a large share of the public higher education budget is
devoted to noneducational expenditures in support of student grants and sub-
sidized student services. While representing only 6 percent of recurrent ex-
penditures in Asia and 14 percent in OECD countries, student support repre-
sents around 11 percent of spending in Central and Eastern Europe and ap-
proximately 20 percent of spending in the Middle East, North Africa, and
Latin America. In francophone African couLntries, allowances for noneduca-
tional expenses constitute an average of 55 percent of the entire higher educa-
tion budget, while in anglophone Africa they are 15 percent. These high
subsidies to public university students are not only inefficient education in-
vestment but also regressive social spending, because students enrolled in
higher education in all developing countries are disproportionately from the
upper end of the income distribution.

External Efficiency

Two types of external efficiency affect the higher education systems of devel-
oping countries: graduate unemployment and declining research output.

Graduate unemployment. Graduate unemployment in developing coun-
tries rose sharply during the 1980s and continues to rise. This reflects princi-
pally the sluggish growth of aggregate demand for highly skilled labor and
the diminished role of the public sector as the main employer of university
graduates.

Employment statistics by level of education are not available for most
countries, but where statistics exist, they show that the rapid expansion of
higher education has often been accompanied by increasing levels of graduate
unemployment and underemployment. In Asia, North Africa, and the Middle
East, high unemployment for graduates has been recorded in several coun-
tries. For example. in Indonesia, the 1990 unemployment rate among degree
holders was 12.6 percent. In the Philippines, 1988 unemployment was 6.8
percent among those who completed undergraduate education and 19.1 per-
cent for those with graduate degrees. College graduates have had persistently
higher open unemployment rates than those with incomplete primary and
secondary education. In Morocco, the proportion of unemployed graduates
rose from 3.5 to 7.2 percent between 1985 and 1989. In Egypt, unemployment
among university graduates rose from 9.6 percent in 1976 to 16 percent in
1986, as the government policy of absorbing all graduates in the public sector
became unsustainable. and in Jordan, unemployment among higher education
graduates was 16.5 percent in 1991. Many Latin American and African coun-
tries have experienced similar trends. In Venezuela, for instance, the propor-
tion of unemployed university graduates increased from 4 percent in 1981 to
10 percent in 1990.
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GradLiate unemployment is likely to worsen in the near and medium terms
since, in many countries, economic stagnation is adversely affecting the
economy's capacity to absorb the rapidly growing numbers of higher educa-
tion graduates. In Africa, the pursuit of economic stabilization and adjustment
programs will amplify the slowdown of public sector employment growth-
whlich has t-aditionally been the main outlet for university graduates-and it
will take time for the private sector to beconie the main provider of employ-
ment. In the former socialist countries of Central and Eastern Europe. the
tranisition to a market economy has been marked by large cuts in the number
of jobs in state-ownecl enterprises and a rapid rise in unemployment, though
this period should be followed by one of incr-eased private sector employmenit.

In many countries, the problem of graduate unemployment is compounded
by governmenit policies that create serious labor market distortions, inflating
the private returns tromii higher education. High entry wages determined by
civil set-vice regulations and. in some countries (such as Egypt and Yemen in
the past), guar-anteed public sector employment for university graduates are
examples of suchi distortions. In adclition, subsidizationl of university studies
has contributed to making highier- educationl economically attractive, even
when jobs are not readily available in the wider economy after graduation.
Unless such policies are accompanied by strict rationing mechanisms.
uinplanliled and fiscally unsustainable growth in enrollment is an inevitable
outcome.

Where goverinmenit policies determine the size and distribution of student
intake, the allocationi of students to dif'ferenit fields of study may have little to
do with market demand or individual aptitudes. In many' Africani countries,
the majority of students are enrolled in the arts and humanities, because these
have traclitionally ledl to govermiienit employment, and very' few students
pursue natural sciences and engineering programs. In the fomier socialist
countries of Europe and Asia. on the conitrary, enrollmenits in applied scien-
tific fields are far higher than in other programs because of priority given by
former East Bloc countries to building scientific expertise. In Romania, for
example, more thani two-thirds of all university enrollments are il engineering
and technical training programs. and there is cur-renitly a dearth of qualified
people with training in the social sciences and management to support the
transition to a market economy.

Declining research output. In most developing countries, ulliversities usu-
ally account for a significant proportioni of national resea;rch expenditules and
employ the bulk of scientists engaged in research and development work.
However, many countries have failed to utilize their potential for advanced
scientific training and research. The majority of Africani countries, which
have relatively small scientific communiities. have been unable to support
national research efforts and, in some cases. experienced severe erosion of
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their capacity to offer training in scientific and technological fields. For ex-
ample, between 1977 and 1987, mainstream scientific output declined by 67
percent in Ghana and 53 percent in Uganda, as measur-ed by the number
of scientific publications in national and international journals. Declines in
output also took place in Angola, Ethiopia. Mozambique, the Sudan. and
Ziinbab we.

In many Latin American couLntries. ilcludincg Argentina, Brazil, and
Mexico. where most research activity takes place in public scientific institu-
tions, university research has had very little impact on the economy. Most
Latin Americani universities are essentially teaching institutions, and their
research is rarely intenided for practical applications, reflecting the tradition-
ally low level of university-industry inter-action. Moreover, in recent years
state fundinig for research ancd developimient has been declining, as has private
investment in research and developmenit.

When Eastern and Central Europe were under communist regimes. the
separation of scientific research fi-om advanced scientific trainiing was a major
obstacle to their ability to contribute to the economy. Since the revolutioin of
the late 1980s, resources supportinlg govermiienit scientific institutions have
also diminished. and the long-tenn viability of these countries' training and
researcli systemis is seriously compromiisec. Between 1985 and 1988. the
number of publications in the fonier USSR declined by 10 percent. In the
forimler Czeclioslovakia this number declined by 13 percent. in Hungary by 7
percent, and in Romania by 38 percent.

Only in the newly industrialized economies of Southeast Asia has the
scientific output of universities significantly increased. In the Republic of
Korea and Singapore, contributions to mainstream research grew 609 percelit
and 143 percent respectively between 1971 and 1985. Between 1985 and 1988
in China the number- of publications increased by 75 percenit, in Taiwan
(China) by 76 percent, in Korea by 56 percent, and in Thailancl by 28 percenit.
Korea has been particularly successful in supporting local technological inno-
vations, relying on grants to universities and research center-s to foster joint
research projects.

Equiitv

Tlie rapid growtht of enrollments has led to increased access to higher education
for traditionally less privileged populations. includinig women and students of
rural origin. Teacher trainingc colleges. in particular. have been instrumilental in
ensurinig a fairer geographic, ethnic, and income distributioll of highier ecluca-
tion enrolliments.

However. higlier educationi is still very elitist. AlthoIghl few countries col-
lect data on the socioeconomic origin of students. household survey data clearly
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indicate that the majority of students come from wealthier families. For ex-
ample, in Latii America. white-collar employees make up only 15 percent of
the population. but their children account for 45 percent of higher education
enrollments. In fraancophonie Africa. white-collar employees represenit only 6
percent of the total labor force, but this group accounts for 40 percent of
enr-ollmenlts. In South Africa. white students comprise about 80 percent of
university enrollments, whereas only 13 percent of the total population is white.
I'rofessionals make tip about 10 percenit of the populations of Asia and the
Middle East. but their children represent 43 percent and 47 percent of higilel
education enrollments, respectively. A principal reason that attendance at ter-
tiary institutions, especially those institutions with the best instruction and
finest reputations, remilainis heavily biased in favor of students fiom wealthy
fYamilies is that children from poorer families have mucIh more limited access to
good quality primary and secondary education.

Since higher education systems are financed by the entire population but
available only to a small minority. they have a regressive fiscal impact. In
Brazil, 23 percent of the public education budget goes to higher education,
even though higher education represents only 2 percent of the student popula-
tion and draws disproportionlately from the higilest-inicomile famiiilies. Simi-
larly, in Rwanda 15 percenit of the budget goes to 0.2 percent of the student
population. In Morocco, only 5 percent of young people eventually obtain
university degrees, but those in this fortuniate minority receive 35 percent of
total governmenlt expenditures on educatioil.

Despite the fact that female eniollmenit rates have grown faster than male
enrollment rates, womeni are still sorely uniiderrepresenited in highier educatioll
in many countries. While male and female enrollment ratios are relatively
e(lual ifi the former socialist countries of Eastern an(d Central Europe and in
some Latin American countries (for example. Brazil). in 1989 women ac-
countecd for only' 25 percent ot enrollments in Africa, 35 percent in Asia. 36
percent in the Middle East and North Afiica. and 47 percent in Latin America
and the Caribbean.

Eveni in countries where women foriml a higher proportion of the student
body, they tend to be disproportionately enrolled in non-university institu-
tions. For examilple, in Lesotho. where women are 63 percent of total terliary
enrollmenlts, they account for only 49 percent of university enrollments: in
Polancl. where womeni represent 58 percent of all tertiary enrollments. thev are
50 percent ot university students. In Argentina, women account for 53 percent
of higher education students but only 46 percent of university students.

In addition, women continue to be concentrated in traditionally "feemale"
fields such as nursinig, teachiig, and the clerical professions. In Chile. f'or
example. only 6 percemit of enginieerinig studenlts are womeni, compared with 61
percent of education students and 90 percent of nur'sing students. In Bangladesh,
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females constitute 2 percenit of enrollments in engilneering. as compared with
63 percenlt in education and the humanlities. In Korea. the figures are 2 andc 52
percent, respectively. By contrast, in Europe the average proportion of female
stLideits in engineering programs is more thani 15 percelt.

A major cleterminiant of gender iniequality in higher educatioln is low
female participation at the primary and( secondary levels. Factors such as
family income ancl traditional attitudes towardl women only amplify the prob-
lem at the tertiary level. Another issue is the gender streaminig that OccLirs in
secondary education. Particularly serious is the low proportion of females
receiving advanced science Ilistrictionl at the senior- secondary level. This is
often the result of lack of positive exposule to science and technology in
primary and lower secondary education. The poor representation of females in
scienice programTs at the Luniversity level reflects the smaller proportion of girls
eligible for entry. Sometimes it reveals as well the impact of clistorted labor
markets. When women ale aware of labor market discrimilation and denie(d
entryA into prestigious occtipationis, most choose to graduate from fields w here
such barr iers (lo not exist. Conversely, wheni womiien are restricted to "female'"
fields of stuciy, they do not acquire the qlUalifications necessary to compete in
the open labor martl ket. Their edlucation is geared to a small numiiber of occupa-
tionls in the social sectors, where there are fewer prospects for advancelment
and where salaries are lower. The exclusion of a large proportion of womeni
from higher edLucaition is not only ineqlUitable: it also reduces economic effi-
cienicy anid growth.

rindlemTepresenitationi ot womilemi results in a waste of talent. In the Univer-
sity of Indonesia. for- example. feniale students outperfonmied male studemits.
HoldIing test scores arid the departmenlt of enrollmenit constant, women's
grade point averatge w*as about 0.35 higher thatn men (on a scale of 4). In the
case of Mauritius, women also outperformed men. Ninety-eighit percent of
womenl passed the diploma level examiniation, compared with 86 percent of
men,i and 94 percent of women passed the degiree examilation, compared with
81 percent of men. These examples illIstitate that increasing the representa-
tion of women could brinig about a oain in the (quality of studlents adrriitted to
institutions of highiler education.

Strategies for Reform

The bleak economic outlook makes it unlikely that public financing for highel
education will increase signitficanitlv in this decade. Yet in many countr-ies, for
political and social reasois. governments have committed themselves to ex-
panisioi;try policies aimed it accommodating the growilg demand for hi-hel
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education. often without referenice to available resour-ces, quality standards.
dnd labor market demands and at little or no direct cost to students. Unless
reforms are implemented to improve the performance of higher education.
many countries are destined to enter the twenty-first century insufficiently
prepared to compete in the global economy, where growth will be based ever
more heavily on technical and scientific knowledge. But in many countries,
strong student activism and weak governments have prevented the introdluction
of critically needed reforni.

A number of OECD countries have responded to the funding crisis by intro-
ducilng innovative policies during the past decade aimed at increasing higher
education efficiency (such as the Netherlands use of fuLiding formulas) and
stimulating greater private funding (as in Austialia and Ireland). Despite the
relentless fiscal pressures that most developinig countries face, few have made
significant progress in the area of higher education reform. Yet the experience
of a few developing countries such as Chile indicates that it is possible to
achieve a well-functioning, diversified, anid growing higher education system
even as public spending per stuclent declines.

Indeed. it is arguable that higher education should not have the highest
priority claim on incremenital public resouices available for education in many
dleveloping countries, especially those that have not yet achieved adequate
access, equity. and quality at the primary and secondary levels. This is because
of the priority that countries attach to achievinig universal literacy: because the
social rates of retumn to investments in primary and secondary education usu-
ally exceed the social returns to higher education-: and because investments in
basic eclucation can improve equity because they tend to reduce income in-
equalities.

Each country needs to weigh carefully the right balance of resource alloca-
tion between the three education subsectors, considering the relative social
rates of return at each level as well as the complementarity which exists be-
tween primary, secondary. and tertiary education. For example. the quality of
higher education is determined by the quality of primary and secondary stu-
dents. Higher education specialists participate in culTiculum design and educa-
tional research for lower levels. The training of teachers and school administra-
tors is caiTied out at the tertiary level. Fuithermore, the overwhelming fiscal
reality in most developing countries is such that quality improvements and
enrollment expansion in highel education will have to be achieved with little or
no increase in public expenditures.

Having documenitecd the depth of the higher education crisis, particularly in
the public sector. this study now analyzes the lessons of experience to show
how (levelopinig countries can achieve the goals of greater efficiency. quality.
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and equity in higiler education. A review of country experience identifies four
key directions for reforiml that can help countries achieve these goals without
increased public funding. These are:

* Encouraging greater differentiation of institutions, incluLdinig the devel-
opment of private illstitLItions (chapter 2)

* Providing incentives for public institutions to diversify sources of fund-
ing, inclu(inig cost-sharing with students, and liniking governienit ftund-
ing closely to perfiormance (chapter 3)

* Redefininig the role of government in higher education (chapter 4)
* Intioducing policies explicitly designed to give priority to qJuality and

equity objectives (chapter 5).

Chapter 6 examinies the experience of the World Bank in supportinig higilel
education and summar-izes the lessons that the Baiik is increasingly putting into
pratctice to support countries in reforiniig higher education so as to achieve
greater quality, efficiency, and equity.

In no country will achieving these refonnis be easy. As discussed above.
the predominant pattern of public higher education in the cleveloping world
principally benefits the most affluent households, which are also the most
powerf'ul politically. The childreni of the well-off are heavily subsidized by the
rest of society to attend public universities. reinforcing their economilic and
social advantage. Experienice demonstraltes that breaking this patterin is essen-
tial. and also that the political difficultyI of doing so should not be uncleresti-
mated. In countries with fragile systems of governance, students with griev-
ances-ancd there will be grievances if subsidies and privileges are reduced-
caan represenit a threat to political stability. Govermiienits therefore necessarily
treadf warily in ititoducino reforms that affect the most powerful households
and those with the potential to destabilize political regimes.

Reform requiremenits and( political and econonmic conditionis vary consid-
erably across regions, however, and there is no single blueprinit appropriate for
every counitry. While the four main areas of the report constitute broadl direc-
tions for reform, the pace of reforml iilplemiienitationi and the relative iinpor-
tance of various options will obviously depend on specific country circum-
stances such as the pattern of economic -rowthi, the level of income, and the
degree of education development (foI examiple, primilary- anid secolidary-level
coverage, and the existence of private institutionls in various education
subsectors). Each country must therefoic develop the policy framework that
best fits its particular circumstances. This book draws lessons fromii a wicle
range of country and institutional experiences from both the industrial andc
developinig worlds. A review of these experiences reveals many clear differ-
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ences but. at the same time, also some convergenice ini regard to the principal
features of successful higher edlucation reforimi programs. This book is inten(led
to capture the comimiionalities as well as the differences. in order to inform the
process of policy analysis and policy choice in countries intent on improving
the equity, efficiencyv and quality of their higiher education systems.



C H A P T E R T W O

The Growing Diversity of Institutions

THE TRADITIONAL miodel of the European research university.
withi its one-tier program structure, has proven expensive anid inappropriate to
meet the multiple demands of economic and social development as well as the
learn ing needs of a more diverse student body. Increased diffeerentiation in
hligher educationi. that is, the development of non-university institutions and
the growth of private institutions. can help meet the growing social demand
for higher education and make higher education systems more responsive to
changing labor market needs. The decisions by which countries manage the
pace and pattern of enrollment growth througil increased differentiation af'fect
significantly the amounit of public resources available to finance higher edu-
cation. Some countries have succeeded in this regard, developing a range of
institutions with a variety ofl missionis, such as short-cycle programs and open
learning systems. and promoting private institutions to complement the public
network. A recenit study (Tan and Mingat 1992. p. I I) observed that:

The achievement of Asian education becomes all the more remarkable
when levels of governmenit spending on educationi are compared across
regions. Expressed as a percentage of GNP, governnenits in Asia spend less
on education than governments in all other regions. This apparent para-
dox-high coverage despite relatively little fiscal effort-gives a first
indication that as a detenninant of education development, public policies
in the sector are at least as important as the size of public spending.

28
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I)ifferentiating InstittItional Missionis

Higher education systems may be classified into three broad categories ac-
cording to the degree of institutional differenltiation: ( I ) an undifferenitiate(d
public or "university-based" system, which conlsists only of public universi-
ties, (2) a "differentiated public" systemil. which consists only' of public insti-
tutions but incilides a significanit number- of non-uniiversity tertiary institutions
as well as Luniversities: and (3) a "differenitiated public plus private" system,
which has both public anti private institutions.

As illustrated by figure 2. 1, the degree of diversification tends to increase
with country incomie. Among low-income nations. higher education systems
are entirely public "university-based" in 61 percent of the cases: in this in-
come group 26 percent of countries belong to the "differentiated public"

FIGURE 2.1 DEGREE OF DIFFERENTIATION OF HIGHER EDUCATION SYSTEMS
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category and onily 1 3 percent to the "public/private differentiated" group. By
contrast, in the upper-middle-income group, only 15 percent of countries are
purely "university-based," 54 percent have "clifferentiatecd public" systems,
and( 31 percent have differentiated systems with both public and private insti-
tutions.

Amonig all world regions. Asia is the continlenlt where differentiation ef-
forts have been the most extensive and most effective. Thailand. for example,
has established two open universities and several regional universities to
augmeLint Bangkok's four prestigious national universities. China has set up a
network of' provincial ulliversities and a television ulliversity for distance
education. India has 3 million part-timile studenits enrolled il correspondence
courses, along with its 4 million regular full-tillle students. Indoniesia. the
Republic of Korea. and the Philippines have relied heavily on the private
higher education sector to accommodate most of the social deman(d for ter-
tiarv education.

In the Middle East and North Africa. Jordani displays the most institu-
tional variety. In Jordan, 52 percent of the total student populatioin is en-olled
in public an(l private community colleges or in teacher- training institutes. In
Africa, where most higher educationi systems consist predominantly of public
universities, Nigeria and Kenya stand out as the countries with the most
differenitiation in their higher education systems. Besides the 21 federal uni-
versities, Nigeria has 8 state universities, I military university, 31 polytech-
nics. 45 colleges of education, and 33 other higher education institutionis. In
Kenya. 3 national polytechnics and I 1 private colleges operate alongsidle the
public universities and teacher t-aininig institutionis.

In Latin America, the differentiation of higher education has been ciriven
by the growth of private institutions. This is especially true in Chile and
Brazil. Until 1980, Chile had only a few universities (two public and six
private). But a major higher educationi refor-m implemented in the early 1980s
has brought about the establishment of 82 professional institutes (Pis), 168
two-year techinical centers (TCs). and the divisioni of the two national univer-
sities into 12 smaller ones. Enrollments in higher education have doubled as a
resuilt. with most of the expansion occurring in iion-university private institu-

tions (Pis and TCs). DuLing the same period, the share of public expenditures
on higiler education in GDP declined fromil 1.65 percent to 0.45 percent. Brazil
has 21 federal universities. 13 state universities, 5 municipal universities, and
61 private universities, in additionl to a large numilber of state and private non-
university illSttutions.

In a number of Eastern and Central European countries, the situation that
prevailed before the democratic revolution of the late 1980s was one of insti-
tutional fragimienltation. where a large number of small, nalTowly specialized,
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uncoordinated institutions operated Ln(le- manv different government au-
thorities. In recent years, attempts have been made to consolidate the various
networks of higher education institutions and to provide a viable legal and
policy framIewor-k for the increasingly differentiated higher education pro-
grams and institutionis needed to meet the challenge of the transition to a
mnarket econonmy.

Developingl Non-University Institutions

During the last two decades. enrollments in noni-university institutions, both
public and private, have grown faster than in traditional universities. In East
Asia, for example, the average annual growth of Llniversitv enrollments was
11 percent between 1975 and 1980 and 6 percent between 1980 and 1988. as
compared with 24 and 10 percenit for nonl-university institutiolIs in the same
periods. Several types of non-uniiversity institiutiolis have evolved in various
countries, loir example. polytechnics. short-cycle professional and technical
institutes, comminiunity colleges, andc institutions offering distance education
and acdult education programs.

The principal advantages of such institutions include lower program costs.
whichi reflect shorter courses. lower dropout rates, and lower per-student
annual expendituLes. In Tunisia, for example, a network of two-year technol-
ogy institutes has recently been established. The lower cost per graduate is
expected to bring about an overall 12 percent decrease in the average cost of
higher education graduates in the counitrv. In Ghana, unit costs at non-univer-
sity institutions, such as the diploma-awarding colleges. are only 40 percent of
the average cost of university education. In the Pacific Islands. the unlit costs
of technical institutionis il agricultl.e. marine stuclies, and IlLirsing are be-
tween 30 and 50 percenit of unit costs at the UniverNity of the SouthI Pacific. A
similar pattern exists in Bulgaria. which has a three-tier system of higher
eclucation (universities, higher institutes, and technical institutes). Average
costs at the unliversities are 15 percenit more than at the higher institutes and 95
percent more than at the technical institLutes. The techilical institutes account
for only 10 percent of the higiler education budget, but they enroll almost 20
percent of post-secondary students.

Many non-Liniversity institutionis ofter training opportunities that respond
flexibly to labor market demand rather than supply-side factors. In Brazil. for
example. the Technology Centers of SEN A (National Industrial Training Ser-
vices) operate niulti-disciplinary programs in varioLIs technical fields. As
Poland moves toward a market economy. the government is setting up five
short-cycle institutes of technology on the assumption that such institutions
are more likely thani traditional unlivelsity programs to produce the types of
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skilled labor demanidedi in a niarket economily. In Singapore. the employment
prospects for graduates of polytechnics are so good that many talented stu-
dents seek entry into the vocationally orienited polytechnics rather than the
regular academic programils offered by the univer-sities.

In the engineer!ing eclucation fielcl, a new distinction has appeared be-
tween "engineering scientists" and "appliecd enginieers.' The fonner are in-
volved in more analytical andc abstract work, whereas jobs filled by the latter
focus on prodluction processes. The new programs in applied engineering.
which are typically offered in polytechnics and equivalent institutions, stress
a broad spectrum of enginieering applications in production, manufacturing.
and testing. They are complemented by engineering technology programs in
two- or thiee-year institutions at the diploma or associate degree level. These
institutions include communllity colleges. colleges of applied arts and technol-
ogy,. and technology institutes. In the developing world, Mexico is an example
of a country that has established an extensive network of techniloogy institutes
with a mole applied focus.

Non-university institutionls help meet the demanid for improved access to
higiler education by minority groups and underprivileged students. For ex-
ample. women's colleges ancl polytechnics such as the ones established in
Banglacdesh and Inclia respond to the educational needs of girls in small towns
and rural areas. In Inclia, while all the Inclustrial Traininig Institutes (ITIs)

enroll women, 132 separate women's U-ris have been established to encourage
womenl to obtain vocational training. Initially. training was offered in the
largely "female" occupations such as tailoring, dress designing. hairdressing.
and cooking. But these programs have been redesigiled to address the ieecis of
moderil industry. andc subjects such as electronics, computer science. systems
contiol, and(l instrumentation inicreasiiildv attract female applicants. Teacher
traininig colleges and technical training institutiolns, whicih are the most local-
ized in their recluitimienit andi mission. are in many countries effective in
increasing participationi by educationally and economically disadvantaged
groups.

However, two risks have to be consideredi in the development of non-
university institutions. First, wlhenl sLIClc institutionis are perceived to be sec-
ond-rate, there is a risk of studenit discontent, as has cleveloped in countries
where the public technical institutes are undlerfunided and become dead-end
institutionis servinig as "academic parking lots" for surplus students. In Egypt.
which has one of the largest higiler education systems in the developing
world, the government has addressedl the social demand issue by restrictinig
access to the thirteen universities and creating a network of two-year post-
secondary techilical institutes for secondary graduates who do not qualify for
the universities. The techniical institutes have expanded rapidly durinig the last
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fifteen years and now enroll about 40 percent of those leaving the secondary
schools, but the finanicial. human. and material resources needed to sLIstaini
good-quality programs have not been forthcoming. As a resuIlt. the quality of
learning is low and graduiates cannot find good jobs.

Second, there is a risk of "academic drift" associated with the dlevelop-
ment of non-university institutionls. There have been nulimeroLis instances of
non-ulliversity institutions being diverted ftrom their original academic mis-
sioIn and being upgraded gradually to full-tledged universities. thus defeating
the purpose of providing alternative educational opportunities. In Egypt. for
example, Helwan University was founded in 1975 by combining several tech-
nical institutes into a Luniversitv. Between 1968 and 1975, the programs at
Hlelwan Higher- Institute of Technology were based on the Genran model of
the "Fachhochschule" (a specialized techinical institute) and received support
from the Federal Republic of Germany. But the lack of acadlemic and profes-
sional recognition by the Supreme Counlcil of Univer-sities and the Syndicate
of Egyptian Engineers put pressure on the Helwan Institute to transform itself
into a full degree-granting university. The recent abolition of the distinctionl
between Luniversities andl polytechnics in the United Kingdom is a manifesta-
tion of a similar trend among British polytechnics.

Distance education and open learning programs can be effective in in-
creasing access, at modest cost, for uLiderprivileged groLIps that are usLially
poorly represented in university enrollments. In India. 41 percent of the stui-
dents enrolled in open unliversities and other (listance education programs are
women. compared with only 32 percent in fonnal ulliver-sity programs. Dis-
talice education can be an effective way also to provide lifelong education and
upgracle skills. as wvhen used for in-service teacher training. In the last two
decades, distance educationi has rapidly expanded in Bangladesh, China, In-
dia. Indloniesia, Korea, Pakistan, the Philippines, Sri Lanka. and Thailand.
Thailand's two open ulliversities. Ramkhambaeng and Sukilothai
Thammathirat, have been the govenmment's principal instrlument for expand-
ing access to students from the poorest social strata, especially in urban areas.
Operating on a self-financing basis, the open universities account for 62
percent of Thailand's higher education enrollments. Distance educationi pro-
gramns can also be designed with a regional (multiniationial) clientele. For
example, UNISA, the Open Univer-sity of South Africa, draws 15,0(J0 of its
120,000 students from neighboring countries.

Distance educationi programils are LIsually much less expensive than con-
ventional university programs. given the higher student-teacher ratios (see
table 2.1). In Thailand. for instanice. the average ratio is 8:1 in the selective
public universities, comnpared to 745:1 in the open universities. To appreciate
the relative Tinerits of open universities and conventional institutions, it would
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also be useful to compare labor mar-ket outcomes, bItt comparative data on this
aspect are generally not available.

Private institutionis are an important elemenit of some of the stronigest
higher edlucationi systems to be founcd toclay in developing countries. They can
respoli(l efficiently and flexibly to changing demands of students and chang-
ing labor market conditions. Furthernore, private provisionl of higher educa-
tion increases educational opportunities at little or no direct public cost,
especially in countries wher-e public institutionis are very selective. Governl-
ments can encourage the development of private higher education to comple-
ment public institutions as a means of managinig the cost of expanding higher
ecducation enrollilents, incr-easing the diversity of traininig programils. and broad-
ening social participation in higher education. In a numilber- of countries, the
majority of studenits are enrolled in private higher education institutions: for
example, 86 percent in the Philippines, 75 percent in Korea. anid 60 percent in
Banglacdeshi, Brazil. Colombia, and IndoinesiaL (see figur-e 2.2). In these coun-

TABLE 2.1 DISTANCE UNIVERSITIES IN ASIA: COST AND EFFECTIVENESS DATA

Cnsli,tudent I )t(2j. Rat.,

Cnlmtrv anld/ I)iatnc ts (Collvitional ill MeColnl-e ill

il.stitUtiOlil T'peo (onst (' ) (2) /PtC 5'll, llOd /pJCefltit
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for all
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China: CRTVUI averaoe cost Y 1.()(: Y 2,000 50.0 Percent 69
per student graduated
1981 ill 1982

fromIl 1979
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Rep. of Korea: total cost per USS1125 US$1,250 10.0 Percent 5()
KACLI student per dIropouts

year 1981 after fit-st
year of study

Note: SToL): Sikhliotli l'hanTilat[liijt Opcn t niiveroily: AIOL: Ailam:.l Iqhal Opcn Ii nlhiversiiv (RTVL
C'hinese Radio and TeleviisonLJ University: KAC(: Korea Air and Corresponmdene tLaiiversilv.
.S,u;ac: Lockhccd. Middletlon. and Neitletloi 19'1.
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FIGURE 2.2 SHARE OF ENROLLMENT IN PRIVATE HIGHER EDUCATION
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tries, access to higher education has been substanitially broadened without
imposing an unsustainable fiianicial burden on the government budget.

There is often greater variatioll of quality withini the private sector than
betweenl public and private institutionis. On the one hand, private universities
ar-e among the top universities in several countries, such as Colombia, Peru.
and the Philippines. On the other hand, the quality of training at many private
institutiolIs, which tend to offer programs in a linited numbel of disciplines
where teaching costs are relatively low (such as accounting or law, compared
with physics or medicine), is less than satisfactory. For instance, in the Philip-
pines, differences have been observed between private noniprofit and for-
profit colleges and universities. The nonprofit institutions are typically sinaller
and more selective and have higher private costs than the for-profits. In addi-
tion. graduates from the nonprofit institutions eventually get higher-payinlg
jobs than graduates fromn proprietary institutions, reflecting the better quality
of those institutions as perceived by eniployers.

Furtheniore, the expanlsion of private higiler education il the absence of
cost recovery in the public sector and loan or grant programs for the poor can
produce a double inequity. The most privileged stLudents move from the best
(often private) secondary schools into free public universities, while the poorer
students end tIp paying for the lesser-qUality education offered by private
tertiary institutions. In Thailand, 74 percent of the students attending the best
public universities come fromii mididle- and Llpper-inicome families. and the
fees paid by students represent only 7 percent of recurrent costs at these elite
institLutions. In Brazil's federal universities. which charge no tuition. 44 per-
cent of studenlts come ftrom families in the top 10 percent of the income
(listribution, whereas only 18 percent comne from families in the bottom half of
the income distributioni. Unless cost-sharing is also introduced in public uni-
versities, diversity and equity objectives cannot be effectively served by the
growth of private higher education.

The lack of an appropriate legal anld policy framework call impede the
growth of private higher education (see box 2. I). Recent experience in Kenya
has shiowIn that the conitributioni of private higher educationi is most positive
when the government creates a basic and conisisteilt regullatory framework that
allows the private higher education sector to flourish. Such a framework
avoidls restrictive regulations which suLffocate private initiatives-such as the
prohibition that some countries still mainitainl on the provision of private
higher education. Policies to encourage private higher educatioll involve es-
tablishing appropriate accreditation and programil evaluation mechianisilis, pro-
viding techinical assistance for cLlrriculumil development and institutional
manageinent. avoicling disincentives such as tuition price contiols and. some-
times. offering financial incentives to support the developmenlt and qualita-
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tive improvemenit of private higher educationi institutions. For example, the
new Hilher Education Law in Colombia (December 1992) provides for an
accreditation system for both public and private institutions. In several cOLin-
tries (for example. Chile aild Colombia), admission to both public ancd private
higher education institutiolIs is detennined by a nationial examiniation, and
merit scholarshiips are available to students attending both types of institu-
tions. This provides incentives to public and private institbItiolns alike to com-
pete on the basis of quality.

The availability of pLublic subsiclies is an importanit factor in explaining
the growth of private higher educationi in countries such as Indcionlesia. Japan.
Korea, the Philippines, and Thailand. In Indonesiat for example, private higher
education institutions receive significant subsidies through the assignment of
some staff in govermiienit service to teach in these institutiois. The develop-
menit of private institutions can also be fostered througIl tax exemptionis (BIa-
zil, Mexico), direct monetarv oranlis (Chile and Ii(lia). and subsidizecd lancl
grants (Iran. Kenya, and Uganda) (see box 2.2.) This, however, is not an

BOX 2.1 PRIVATE HIGHER EDUCATION dom. In Poland, besides the presti-
IN FORMER SOCIALIST COUNTRIES: gious Catholic University of Lublin,
THE NEED FOR AN APPROPRIATE which has been in existence for a long
LEGAL AND POLICY FRAMEWORK time, five new private higher educa-

tion institutions have recently started
A nascent private sector exists in to operate. In Romania, about sixty
Central and Eastern Europe, but its private higher education institutions
growth is impeded by the lack of an have recently been established, of-
appropriate legal and policy frame- fering courses in commerce, com-
work. Hungary, Bulgaria. the Czech puter science, and foreign languages,
Republic, Poland, Romania, and the with a total enrollment of more than
Slovak Republic are all exploring pri- 80,000 students. However, many fail
vate initiatives. Given that public sec- after only a few months because of
tor financing will be significantly poor management and under-
decreasing at the very time that these capitalization. The development of
countries are trying to "catch up with private higher education institutions
the rest of Europe" in terms of the is constrained in the region by the
proportion of the age cohort enrolled absence of a legal framework for rec-
in higher education, private institutions ognition. accreditation, and certifica-
and private financing can play a criti- tion, although Hungary and Romania
cal role. One example of private ini- have made such provisions in pend-
tiative is the City University in ing education laws.
Bratislava, modeled after the public
Open University in the United King- Source: Richards 1992a.
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BOX 2.2 IRAN'S ISLAMIC AZAD lic, tuition-free system. Remarkably,
UNIVERSITY this has been achieved wikhout state

support for recurrent expenditures,
Iran's Islamic Azad University (IAU), a most of which are covered by stu-
privately financed, nonprofit institution dent tuition. The state has helped the
founded in 1983, is possibly the larg- university's capital development by
est private higher education enterprise providing land and building grants
in the world. By all measures, the in- during campus start-up; private do-
stitution has experienced spectacu- nations from local businesses and
lar growth during the past ten years. civic groups have also been instru-
Student enrollments have increased mental.
from 2,500 to more than 300,000, The rapid expansion, however,
degree programs from 10 to 126, and coupled with the quasi-exclusive reli-
the number of campuses from 9 to ance on student tuition for recurrent
1 16, located in 105 cities. In addition, spending, has also led to some quali-
a dynamic construction program is tative deficiencies: only 14 percent of
underway: 70 of 116 campuses are faculty are full-time, laboratories and
currently engaged in construction libraries lack basic provisions, and
projects, of which 30 involve brand central management tools are weak
new integrated campuses designed or nonexistent. The university's cur-
to house some 15.000 to 50,000 stu- rent long-term development plan, with
dents each. its increased emphasis on educational

IAU students now represent some quality enhancement, aims at re-
40 percent of total higher education dressing these deficiencies.
enrollments in the country. while the
remaining 60 percent attend the pub- Source: Islamic Azad University 1992.

argilment fotr subsidizing the private sector. Financial incentives to stimulate
the development of private institutions can only be justified on the grounds
that they provide a means of expanding enrollments at lower public cost than
by expanding public institutionis.

Income fronm studeiit tuition fees frequently accounits for a very high
proportioni of the recurrenit budgets of private institutions in developing COU11-

tries. much higher than in many private institutionis in industrializecl econo-
mies. Since demand for private schooling in developing countries tends to be
very price- ai(I income-elastic, it can be difficult for private institutions to
improve instrtictional facilities, offer new high-cost programs of study, or
increase the proportioni of full-time staff without altering the socioeconomic
selectivity or the size of enrollimenits. Governments can help in two wavs.
First, private iiistitutions muIst be allowed to set their own fees andc exercise a
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substantial measure of autonomiiy in determiniing the composition of their
student bodies and the types of academic programs they offer. Second. gov-
ernment loans and scholarships can be made available to financially needy
students attendino private institutionis. All other capital grants, research fund-
ing. and other financial support for quality improvements can be made equally,
available to public and private institutionis on the basis of the quality of their
proposals. This serves the long-term objective of establishing a level playing
field for all higher educationi institutiolis. public and private alike. usilig
competition for public resources as a stimulus for improved quality and in-
creased efficiency. as has been done in Brazil and Korea with a competitive
peer review process for research funding, and in Chile with the merit scholar-
ship program.



C H A P T E R T H R E E

Diversifying the Funding of Public
Institutions and Introducing Incentives
for Their Performance

IN ALL countries. public instititions will continiue to educate a
large share. if not the majority, of' students even if the role of the private sector
is strengthiened and most /iC' enrollmenits are channeled into private institu-
tions. Experience shows that if public institutions are to achieve higher quality
and greater efficiency. goverinments will need to implement sweeping reforms
in financing designed to:

* Mobilize greater private financing for public higher educationi

* Provide support to qualified students unable to pursue advanced studies for
reasonis of inadequate family income

N Foster efficiency in allocating and utilizing resources among and within
public institutions.

Mobilizing (,reater Private Financiiig

There are several main ways in which governnenits can mobilize greater
private financing: cost-sharing with studenits. raising funds from alumni and
external sources. and engaging in other income-genieratinig activities.

40
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Cost-Sharing with Students

Thle financial base of public higher education can be strengthened by mobiliz-
ing a greater share of the necessary financing fromii studlenlts themselves, who
can expect significantly greater lifetime earnings as a result of attending
higher education institutions and who often come from families with ample
ability to contribuLte to the costs of higher education. Cost-sharing can be
pursued by charging tuition fees in public institutions and eliminatinig subsi-
dies for noninistructional costs. Governments can permit public institutions to
establish their own tuition ancd fees without interference. Governments can
focus on providing prospective students with objective information about
school quality. Countries can also eliminate all subsidlization of nonilistr-uctiolial
expenditures such as housing and meals.

A growing number of developing counitries are moving in the direction of
cost-sharing (see figure 3.1 1). incomie ftom student fees in public universities is
22 percent of recurrent expenditures in Viet Nam, 36 percent in Chile. 40
percent in Jorcdan. and 46 percent in the Republic of Korea. Singapore. which
has increased tuition gradually since 1986 and substantially since 1989. now
has a policy of automatic 5-7 percent annual increases in student tuitiOnl fees
to keep pace with wage and other cost increases. In China. as a r esult of a new
student funding system in place since 1989. tuition for regular students is set
at about 9 percent of unit costs. However. self-supported students-those
admitted on a lower entrance examiniation score than that required for regular
subsidized students-pay tuition fees ten times higher than regular students,
fully covering instructional costs. In Hungary, tuition fees are being intro-
duced for students who do not obtain high marks. In Botswana and Ghanla.
subsidies for student meals have been eliminated, the cateriiig function
privatized, and significant cost savings have been achieved.

At present, tuition fees accoLint for more than 10 percent of recurrent
expenditLures foi public higher education in only 20 countries. The importanlce
of fees is not directly related to the incomile level of a country. The plroportion
of countries with significatnt cost recovery in public institutions is relatively
the same for low-income ( 13 percent), lower-middle-income ( 17 percent). and
upper-midcdle-inicome groups (15 percent). However. there is variation across
regions. Sub-Saharanl Africa. North Africa. the Middle East, and Eastern
Europe have little or no tradition of cost recovery in public higher education.
The situation is quite different in the Latin American and. especially, Asian
regions. In one out of five Latin American countries and in halt of all Asian
countries public instituLtions charge tuition that generates, on average, more
than 10 percent of recurrent expenditures in public higher education.
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FIGURE 3.1 TUITION FEES AS A PROPORTION OF RECURRENT EXPENDITURES IN PUBLIC

HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS
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Funding fronm Aluniiii and/ Exter-na(l Sources

A secoiid strategy for diversifyinlg the financial base of public higher educa-
tion is mobilization of donations and endowments fromn alumni and private
industry. These contributionls. essentially gifts to the universities, can take
many forms, including funding for the constructioni of new facilities. the
endowment of professorial chairs, clonations of scientific equipment, books
ancl art. or provision of scholarships ftor needy students. The University of the
West Indies. for example. recenitly convened its first alumni contference and
obtained $600,000) in pledges to support capital investmenlts and establish a
scholarship fund. Fi-ms or government ministries sometimes offer bonded
scholarshiips, for which the recipients are obliged to work for the firm after
graduation. In Chile, Indonesia. Thailand. and Venezuela, private industry
provides scholarships or subsidized loans for talented students. usually near
the completion of their stLiclies.

This kind of philanthiopy is frequently a response to tax regimes that
encourage such donations. Tax incentives in Chile. for example. give private
companies a tax exemption on 50 percent of their donations to universities.
India is the developing country with the most genelous tax concessions on
philanthropic contributions to universities: 150 percent of individual and cor-
porate contributions are tax dedluctible. While this has prompted a significant
increase in donations. particularly in the endowment of professorial chairs.
income from donations remains modest in relation to total university expendi-
tures (only 0.6 percent).

The establishmenit of trust funds with initial support from the external aid
anid lendinig community can be a useful form of endowment, especially in
small states with a limited economic base. The University of the South Pa-
cific. for example. recently received a Japanese grant designed to finance a
particular university department for a fixed period and, at the same time, build
up an investment fund that would generate enough revenue to support the
department beyond the project's end.

hwome-Generating Activities

A third strategy for public institutions is the pursuit of income-generating
activities such as short vocational courses. contract researcih for industry. and
consultancy services. Governments can encourage this. and particularly can
avoid the disincentive of reducing governmenit budget allocations to public
institutions to offset incremental resources raised by the institutions from
outsicle sources. Positive incentives could include government matching funds
linked to outside income in some ratio or the inclusioni of income generated
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from outside sources as a positive element in funding formulas. Among the
ways in which higher education institutions can generate income are short-
term training courses and contract research.

Short-teirmn traincinig courses. Short-termn instruction courses for enterprises
or individuals. organized to complenient regular teachinig and research activi-
ties. can yenerate significant reveniues. They can provide adlditional income to
staff. generate additional revenues for the universities and colleges. and pro-
vide market-relevanit skills for the economy. In Viet Nam, for instance, the
transition to a market economy has created a large demanid for short-term
courses that upgrade skills: virtually all universities and colleges nowv offer
English language programs and most sponsor night courses in computers and
information technology. A recent survey indicated that Vietnamese ulliver-si-
ties now receive about 8 percent of their revenue from these sources.

Contract researc hi. Contract research can include business services and
economic studies f'or government and private industry, in addition to applied
scientific and techinological research. Separate legal and management struc-
tures are often employed to ensure efficient provision of services. This is the
case of the Koreani Advanced Institute for Science and Technology, which
provides such services under separate managemenit. Public higher education
institutions can also be encouraged to seek additional outside funds by match-
ing grants. In Singapore, for example. the governmeit matches private re-
search grants won by higher ecducation institutions.

The Sco)pe tor Funding Diversification

In virtually all developing countries, if public higher education institutions
wish to increase their- overall level of financing or improve their financial
stability, mobilizing a greater share of their revenues from nongovernment
sources will be essential. Even those countries which devote a significant
share of national budgetary resources to higher education can rarely avoid
year-to-year fluctuations il funding, which can make it very diifficult for
institutiolIs to manage their activities efficiently. Eliminating noninstructional
subsidies, introducing (or increasing) fees. pursuing donationis, and undertak-
ing income-genieratinlg activities will provide institutions with a more diversi-
fied and stable fundinig base. An indicative target could be for public higher
education institutions to generate income covering about 30 percent of their
total recurrent expenditur-e requiremenits from nongovenmenit sources. This is
reasonable, given that several countries have already achieved this percentage
with tuition fees alone. The time required to reach this target will vary with
coLintiy circumstances, however, and countries such as Chile. Jordan. and
Korea that have already achievecd this degree of resource diversification may
well want to go further. In addition to reducing their dependence on public
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linanicinig and their vulnerability to budget fluctuations. the active mobiliza-
tion of fulids from the private sector makes institutions more responsive to
market signals. Cost-sharing with studenits also creates importanit incentives
for students to select their programs of study carefully and to minlimize their
time in school.

The marginal benefits of revenues obtainecd through fees and other in-
come-generating activities that institutions can themselves control can be
very high. especially in countries where bucigetary support tranisfelTed by the
government is largely or fully absorbed by salaries. If the incremental re-
sources generated by institutions are used to puichase pedagogical materials
such as textbooks and laboratory supplies, to supplemenlt staff salaries, or to
fund professional growth activities such as postdoctoral study, sabbatical
leave, or travel to professional confterences. these additional resources-no
matter hiow minor a share of total spending-can have a perceptible impact on
education quality.

A critical feature of any policy to encouLrage funding diversification is to
allow incremental resources to remain available in sigiiificant measule for use
in the institutionis which mobilize them. Policies that seek to expropriate
I'esouices obtained by the etforts of individual institUtions for use by a cential
authoritv are self-defeating because they destroy' the institutions' incentive to
look for savings or generate income.

Financial Support tobr Needs} Students

Little informationl is available on the capacity of students to pay for university
education in systems where tLitionl and fees are absent or set at token levels. In
C*ountries with a large network of private higher education instititions, such as
Brazil andl the Philippines. there is clear evidence that middle-class families
are willing and able to pay the full cost of higher education at private institu-
tions, including at expensive, high-quality institutions. The large number of
privately sponsored stucdents from developing countries that attend univelsi-
ties in industrial countries is anothier indication of that willingness. A recent
World Bank stuLdy of Latin American countries has estihated that, given the
prevailing pattern of income level andl distribution in these countries. it would
be reasonable to expect students (and their parents) on average to contribute
25 to 30 percent of the per-student cost of public higher education.

At the same time, this study and a recent study on Indonesia have shown
that poorer households. or those with more than one family member enrolled
in higher education. may not be able to afford university fees. Clearly. cost-
sharing cannot be implementecl equitably without a functioning student loan
program to make funcds available to all students whio wish to bonrow for their
education and without scholarship programils that guarantee necessary finan-
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cial support to academically qualified poor students unable to absorb the
direct and indirect (forgone earnings) costs of higher education.

Fixvedl RepaYment Loani Schemnes

To assist students in meetinig the costs of higher education, many countries
have introduced loan schemes, covering tuition or studenit living expenses, or
both, which are repaid from subsequent earnings after graduation. Experience
to date with existing loan schemes in some fifty industrial and developing
countries, more thani half of them in Latin America and the Caribbean. has
been disappointing. Because of heavily subsidizecl interest rates, high default
rates, and high admniistrative costs, the repayment proportion of loans (the
"loan recovery ratio") has not been very signif-icant (see table 3.1). In some
cases, the t'inancial performance of loan schemes has been so unsatisfactory
that it would have been cheaper to substitute loans with outright grants. Even
those loan schemes that have functioned reasonably well are quite small in
scale (covering less than 10 percent of the student population), and it is
unclear whether efficient administrationi could be maintained if the programs
were expanded substanitially.

Improving the efficiency and broadeninig the coverage of existing student
loan programs are major challenges for (leveloping-country govenilments (see
box 3.1). Despite the pOor performance of many loan programs, the experi-
ence of Colombia and the Canadian province of Quebec. for example. shows
that it is possible to design and adiminister financially sustainable programs.
Sustainable loan programs reqtuire an effective collection agency. with incen-
tives to minimize evasion and default. Interest rates must be raised to levels
that are positive in real terms if loan progratms are to be financially sustail-
able. An alternative approach to the programming of loan repayments consists
of designing scheduled repayments so that initial payments are smaller than
later ones to approximate the trend in expected income. Such graduated re-
payment plans can minimize the burden on graduates and improve loan recov-
ery rates.

In onme-C ontingent Loans

A growing number of countries are adopting income-contingent loan systems.
in which loan repayments are fixedl proportions of a graduate's annual in-
come. Although experience to date is Iimited, such systems achieve a better
balance between effective cost recoveiy and risk to the borrower. Administra-
tion is generally simpler and cheaper undler- such schemes because loan recov-
ery is handled throuIgh existing collection mechanisimis, such as the income tax
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TABLE 3.1 HIDDEN SUBSIDIES AND GOVERNMENT LOSSES ON SELECTED STUDENT LOAN

PROGRAMS

erCv-eC IO(Jf relm,) It) )dtU)o (pert enhu"t. of hh)

CtlmntY' ti) provinme a ntlldljlti. ( ( I ( .,,i
1

(adminisirat)v c,it (t Ye,, a,

Mortg,"'age loanIs
Brazil 1 19 2 1983

Venezuela 77 8 1991
Kenya 3(0 8 1989
Jamaica 1 26 8 1987
Colombia 1 27 13 1978
Chile 52 18 1989
Honduras 49 27 1991
Indonesia 43 29 1985
Brazil 11 38 29 1989
Sweden 1 39 30 1988
Jamaica 11 44 30 1988
Denmark 48 38 1986
Japani 50 40 1987
UJnited States 71 47 1986
Finland 65 48 1986
Norway 67 52 1986
Colombia 11 71 53 1985
[long Kong 57 53 1985
United Kingdomn 74 59 1989
Quebec. Canada 69 63 1989
Barbados 87 67 1988

ltc 0ne-c otijl,,,'(t lo0(1s

Australia 52 43 1990
Sweden ll 72 67 1990

Nw. : S mue cotlrtnries hlse more tIh,11 01ne ,rt.110,M . " d I" rCfC , Il sCe.
Sow. c: Albiechti and ZtderiaIa[i 19)2a.

service or the social seculity system. IIlcomiie-contillgenit lolas are also more
equitable and satisfy more tully the ability-to-pay principle, since graduates'
paymenits are in proportioni to their income. For example, the new student
support schemile in Sweden minimizes the risk of student default by limiting
repayments to 4 percenlt of income after graduatiol. Ghana has adopted a
similar new student loan program which will collect payments through the
social security system. In Australia, income-related loan paymenlts are made
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BOX 3.1 TWO CONTRASTING orto attend higher-quality institutions
EXPERIENCES: STUDENT LOAN than theywould otherwise have been
PROGRAMS IN THE UNITED able to afford. It has allowed the
STATES AND COLOMBIA United States to achieve high par-

ticipation rates in higher education
The Stafford Loan Program has been at a much lower cost to government
the principal federal government than if that education were provided
mechanism for promoting access to free to all students. Nonetheless: de-
higher education in the United States. cisions in the 1 970s to try to increase
Under the program, all post-second- further the access of low-income stu-
ary students who meet financial need dents to higher education by making
criteria and are enrolled in accred- subsidized loans available for study
ited institutions have access to gov- at vocationally oriented proprietary
ernment-subsidized loans from institutions, in addition to traditional
private commercial banks. Loans can colleges and universities, have made
be used at public or private institu- for an increasingly costly program.
tions, including vocationally oriented During the 1980s, approximately 17
proprietary institutions. The federal percent of borrowing students failed
government acts as the loan guar- to repay their debts, resulting in a $3
antor and pays a direct administra- billion annual government loss. The
tion fee to the financial institutions growing problem of default appears
handling the loans. to stem from the high risk involved in

Since its inception in 1964. the U.S. guaranteeing loans to all students,
student loan program has helped mil- without attempting to screen for the
lions of students from middle- and quality of the students who receive
low-income families to attend college support or the institutions they plan

througIh the iilcoliie tax system. The r.tte of repayment is 2, 3. or 4 percent of
taxable incoine, depending on how much a graduiate earis. The existence of a
coinprehenisive student loan system has enabledl Australia to introduce cost-
sharinig il public higher education andl achieve a 30( percent expansion il
enrollimenits cluring the past five years without a significant iicrease in pLublic
sLIbsidies.

Income-conitingent loans offer considerable promise. However, theil- fea-
sibility dlepends heavily on the existence of a reliable income taxatioll system
or social security system with access to accurate information about individu-
als' incoine ancl with the adimiinistrative capacity to handle loan collection.

Grants cinib Wot-k-Stifdv Schemiies

Governimienit involveinent in student loan progr-amiis can help ensuL-e that loans
are available to academically cuLialified low-incomiie students. But, in addition
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to attend. For example, subsidized education institutions. both public and
loans are available for study even at private, abroad as well as in Colom-
institutions that do not require stu- bia. An important feature of ICETEX iS

dents to have a secondary school its decentralized structure. There are
diploma. Default is by far the highest twenty-one regional offices, each of
in proprietary and two-year institu- which manages its own portfolio,
tions. In 1989, the rate was 33 per- appoints its own staff, allocates its
cent among students at proprietary own budget, and develops a regional
schools but only 7 percent among student loan trust fund. ICETEX has
students attending four-year institu- been successful in expanding equity
tions. The experience of the federal and access while maintaining effi-
student loan scheme in the United ciency. Loans are made based on
States indicates the important ben- academic merit, financial need, and
efits that student loan programs of- skill shortage. Geographic represen-
fer at the same time as it indicates tation is also considered. In its forty
some of the inherent risks of such years of operation, ICETEX has fi-
lending and, particularly, the way nanced more than 400,000 student
risks can increase as program cov- loans. In 1990, its loan arrears were
erage is extended to a broader and just 12 percent. While the program
more diverse pool of beneficiaries. is clearly successful, currently only 6

The Colombian Institute of Educa- percent of all students enrolled in
tional Credit and Training Abroad higher education receive ICETEX

(ICETEX) student loan program gave loans. An effort is under way to
its first student loan in 1952 and pro- broaden coverage of the program.
vides loans to help students from low-
income groups attend higher Source. Albrecht and Ziderman 1992a.

to the direct tuition costs of higlher education,. low-incomne studenits often have
difficulty financing their living expenses while studying, and loan support
may not be available for these costs. These studenits face a further disadvan-
tage in pursuing higher education-forgone earnings, which may be an im-
portant source of income for their famiiilies. In order to protect equity.
governments need to provide support to ensure that poor but able students can
pursue higher education. When the University of the Philippines raised tuition
fees in the late 1980s, for example, it also provided a special fund to support
qualifiedl students from low-income families. Chileanl universities also offer
grant assistance to academically qualified poor students. Student work-study
programs are anothier vehicle for such assistance. These programs have an
administrative advantage over the provision of granits (whicih requires full
financial disclosure from students' families) in that they tencd to be self-
targeting (that is. students who can afford it prefer not to work while in
school).
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Genieral Principles for the Desi,n (of Student Financial
Assistanice Programs

Government-subsidize(d financial assistance programiis for acaclemicallv quali-
fied yet financially needy students are an essential complement to cost-shar-
iog in higher education. Cost-sharing coupled Witil student finaicial assistance
is an efficient strategy for achieving expanded coverage and better quality in
higher education with a given amount of government resources while protect-
ing equity of access. Financial assistance programs that iliclilde grant, work-
study, and loan progratms (whether fixed repayment or income-contingelit)
allow flexibility in constiucting an appropriate overall financial assistance
package for each neecly studlent. However, given that in every developing
country students attenidinig higher edlucation represent an elite group with
income-earning potelitial significanitly higher thani that of their peers. it is
appropriate that the major forn of stuclent financial assistance offered be
government-guaranteed student loans rather than grants.

How financial programs are administered is important. Student financial
assistance programils which are administered by a central agency anzd that
allow studenits to take their financial assistance package to any institution of
their choosing have an important advantage over programs linkecl to particu-
lar institutions: such "student-based or *portable" financial assistance stimilu-
lates the competitioni amonig educational institutions to offer courses in lile
with student clemanid. They establish a situation in which puLblic subsidies
increase the educational purchasing power of poor students and put them into
exactly the same situation as those paying for their higher education from
thei- own or family funds. The best possible market signals are therefore given
to educational institutionis. Under sLIcI systeims. the state does not act as a
decisionmaker amiong institutions. but providles funds to enable poor stidents
to make the same choices as those with more financial resources. In this way,
goveinments can use market forces to stilmulate increases in the quality of
higher education.

Etficient Resotirce Allocation andl Litilizationi

Since govenmient fundls are likely to remaini a large. if not the major source of
financinig for public higher education. it is important that the allocation of
these resouices be transparent. rationlal, and efficient. The criteria used by
governiieiits in allocalting fLindilig to uLniversities and other institutions should
create incentives for these institutiolIs to use scarce funds efficiently. The
mechanisms throughi which transfers are made strongly ilfluence the way in
which public funds are used.
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Negotiated Buldgets

In most countries, the distribution of public resources to tertiary illstitLItions is
based on neootiated budgets. This process gener-ally fails to provide incen-
tives for efficient operation and makes it difficult to adjust the distributioll of
finanicial resources to changinig circumstances (see table 3.2). In the absence
of any a-reed criteria or iiiformatioll related to the performance of different
institutions. government agencies have no politically defensible basis for
shifting. budgetary allocatiois. Anniual budget decisions tend to rellect histori-
cal trends and ensure 'political equity (guaranteeing each institution its
traditional share of the total) rather thani qtlality or efficiency. If overall
fundinga is reduced. the tendenicy of most governments is to adopt across-the-
board cuts rather than to evaluate in which institutionIs and progranms cuts are
most justified.

TABLE 3.2 SYSTEMS FOR DIRECTLY ALLOCATING RESOURCES TO INSTITUTIONS

OF HIGHER EDUCATION. SELECTED COUNTRIES

Ne rotinawc h1pi/n-ba'sd Curpul-based QIlit\_/,-ba.s ed

Algeria Canada Denimiiark Chile
Argeentia Chinia Finlainid
Brazil France kirael
Ghana Hungary Netherlands
Greece lndonesiai Australia
Guinea Japan
Hlonduras Nigeria
India Norwvv
Italv Soutil Afiica
Jordan Sweden
Kenya United Kingdom
Morocco Viet Nam
Nepal
Niger
Pakistai
Peru
Philippines
Sudani
Tanzaniia
Venezuiela

Yemen

.SrUh)Yt Alhrccht and Zideriiiaii 1992-
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Alternativie Allocation Mechnaisms

Alternative mechanisms which link funding to perfomiance criteria are being
used increasingly by OECD countries and could be considered by developing
countries as well. Such mechanisms can create powerful incenltives for more
efficient use of resoLIrces. The models most comimionily used link fundinig
either to "inputs" (the numbers of students enrolled, adjusted by programn) or
ioutputs" (the numbers of graduates). Only one country to date (Chile) has
attempted to link funding explicitly to qualitative. rather than quantitative.
indicators of institutional performnance.

Input-based fiuding. In a number of countries, tertiary institutioins receive
their budgets calculated on the basis of' a fLunding formula that combines
eniollment figures and unit costs and uses coefficients or weights to provicle
incenitives for internal (listribution of' resources. The most common formulas
differentiate institutions on the basis of the numbers of students enrolled in
different fields of study. levels of education (undergraduate, post-gracluate.
doctoral, and so on). certain facts about the type of institution (including
location, size. and mission within the system), and the socioeconlomic levels
and academic quality of students. The weights thus reflect the differential
costs facecl by different institutions-for example, for engineering students
compared with art students. By using such weights, goveinmments can also
exercise indirect influence over the distributioni ot student intake.

A major issue with input-based fundinig is how it relates to admissions
policy. If the govermiienlt does not take an active role in determining the level
and distribution of student intake. theni its budgetary commitment is theoreti-
cally open-ended: it must either increase the higher education budget or re-
duce its paymenlt per studlent wheni resources are scarce. One way of resolving
this problem is to set a price the govemnment will pay per student, but only for
a fixed number of students. Additional students cani be adinitted by institu-
tions on a fee-for-service basis. Such an approach was adopted by Viet Nam in
1989 and is cur-ently being considered in Uganda.

Many input-based fundling mechanisimis fail to provide sufficient incen-
tives for efficiency. When input-based funding essentially compensates insti-
tutions for costs inculTecl. it often does not create incentives for institutions to
improve the quality of their prograams or to lower costs. However, govern-
ments can establish cost nonns in their input-based fundinig fonmulas and link
these to norimis relating to the length of stLudy for particular programs to create
incentives for increased efficiency.

Oultp1t-/baed fillnidl Output-based funding mechanisms m)ost commonly
allocate government financing to institutions on the basis of their effective-
ness in producing graduates (see box 3.2). SLIch an approach can reduce
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student flailure and repetition, which may result from poor selection and poor
preparationl in the course selected as well overgenerous programs of student
support. In countries such as Australia. Denmark, and the Netherlan(s, the
introduction of output-based funding formulas has been associatecl with re-
ductions in student wastage and imlprovemiienit in the overall efficiency of the
public higher edlucation systen) and the efficiency of public resource use. One
of the challenges of output-based funding is to provide incentives that will
imlprove performance witlhout creating excessive disruptioni to teaching or
resear-ch activities if the distributioni of en-ollment and fundilig allocations
shift. Another difficulty associated with outpuIt-based funding is that it em-
phasizes the nuLimber of graduates rather than the quality that trainiing institu-
tions provide.

Q ua/itvX-h7ascd1 fi,ig. Among the sweeping refor-ms of the higher educa-
tion system adopted by Chile in the early 1980s was a new funding mecha-
nismii to allocate a significant share of government support for highler education
to institutions on the basis of their quality. As a proxy for quality, the Indirect
Funding Progr-anm (Apoyo Fiscal Indirecto. or AFI) looks at where the top-
rankedl students enterin1g higher- education eachi year choose to study. InstitL1-
tions receive a financial axwarcl from the government fo-r each entering student
who scored among the top 27.500 in the university aptitude test administered
annuallv to all high school graduates. The AFI awar-ds range in value, depend-
ing on how high the individual's test score was. The hihliest value awards
represenlt a significant share of the total cost of one year of study at a typical

BOX 3.2 OUTPUT-BASED similar approach since the early
FUNDING IN THE NETHERLANDS 1980s. The government provides
AND DENMARK funding to universities based on the

number of students who successfully
The Netherlands' new funding formula complete their annual examinations.
provides more budgetary support for penalizes institutions with high fail-
students who complete their degree ure rates, and encouraging universi-
programs in the time expected. The ties to weed out poorly performing
normal length of a course is 4 years. students and raise entry require-
The formula grants a university 4.5 ments. At the same time, the gov-
years of annual unit cost funding per ernment has reduced the tenure of
graduate, but only 1 .5 years for stu- student scholarships and based re-
dents who have not completed their newal on academic performance.
programs in the normal length of time.

Denmark has used a somewhat Source: Albrecht and Ziderman 1992c.
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institution. All higher education iistitutions, whethier public or private, andl
whether full-university or two-year institute, are eligible to receive this sup-
port. The objective of the All prograni is to stimulate competition among
institutions to improve their quality and thus to attract the best students.
Although it appears that the program has indeed created incentives in this
direction, Chilean researchers have observed that the lack of objective infor-
mation about the academic quality of different institutions undenmines the
ability of entering students to make sound choices. The impact of the pro-ram
could be strengthened with complementary actions by the government to
make standardized infonnation and evaluations of different institutions' pro-
grams publicly available.

To be effective, fulnding formulas of all types that support the core bud-
gets of public institutions must be transparent. encourage flexibility, and take
into account the nornative costs of different levels and programs of study.
with enrollinent changes indexed to avoid widle fluctilationis in per studenit
funding. In addition. fonnulas can encourage internal efficiency either by
relating allocations for students to the noriimal lengthi of time needed to com-
plete a clegree or throuigh funding the number of graduates. Reliance on such
funding mechanisms will bring about a better use of available resources by
increasing internal efficiency and encoUlraging institutions to reduce
noninstructional expenses and focus on training and research.



C H A P T E R F O U R

Redefining the Role of Government

THE TRADITIONALLY strong role of the state in hioher educa-
tion has its origins in political and economic circumstances-elite systems,
guaranteed public sector employment, and stable economies-that have radi-
cally changed. The types of reforms discussed above imply profounid changes
in the relationshiip between governmient and higiler education. For most coun-
tries, thev also imply considerable expansion of the private sector in higher
education. Nonetheless, there are two important economilic justifications for
-overnment support of higiler education:

* Higher education investments generate external benelfits important for eco-
nomilic development. such as the long-ter-m returins fromil basic research and
from techilology development and transfer: because these benefits cannot be
captul-ed by individuals. private investmenit alone in highel education would
be socially suboptimiial.

* Imperfectiolns in capital markets (related to the lack of collateral for educa-
tion investments) constrain the ability of individuals to bonrow adequately for
education. This Linderminies. in particular. the participationi of meritorious but
economically disadvanltaged groups in higher educationi.

An important point to note regarding resear-ch is that the joint-product
nature of modern universities (that is, complementaritv between teaching and

55
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research, and between undeigraduate and graduate programs) and the high
degree of cross-subsidization across disciplines and levels of studies make it
difficult to look at the "research" components of higher education institutions
in isolation from other activities.

In most developinig countries, however. the extent of government involve-
ment in higher education has far exceeded what is economically efficient. The
crisis of higher educationi. particularly in the public sector, is stimulatilng a
chanige in the extent, objectives, and modalities of government intervention in
highei education in orcler to ensLure a inore efficient use of public resources.
Rather than direct controls, the governimient's responsibility is becoming that
of providing an enabling policy environimenlt for both public and private
higher education institutions and of using the leverage of public funding to
stilmilate these institutions to meet national training and research needs. Suc-
cessful implementation of higher education reformis has been shown to de-
pend on a mode of goveniance that emphasizes:

* A coherent policy framework
* Reliance on incentives and market-oriented instruments to implement

policies
* Increased managernent autononlly for public institutiolls.

Establishinig a Colier-ent Policv Framewor-k

In establishing a coherent framework for higher education, both government
policies and effective structures for government oversight are necessary.

Th2e Role oJ Government Policies

Higher education systvens are a relatively new phenomenon, represenitinig the
outcome of successive, often unarticulated, government and private initia-
tives over a long period of time. Manly countr-ies have witnessed the prolifera-
tion of post-secondary education institutions operating under various ministries
without much effort to rationalize the use of public resources. Responsibility
for different types of higher education is often fragmented amnong government
departments. National research priorities and funding may be detenmined by
bodies that have no responsibility for higher education and human resource
developinent. The trailling activities of private higher education institutions
may not be subject to any govemnlnent supervision at all. Oversight of the
systemn and its Ilikages to priinary and secon(lary education and to other-
economiiic sectors is often lacking. Even in the formner socialist republics of
Central and Eastern Europe, where economic life was dominated by central
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planning. the higher education sector was characterized by administrative
fragmentationi.

Whether public or private, universities and colleges. polytechnics, techni-
cal and traininig institutions, and other higher education institutions all have
different but related training functions. Guiding the development of a differ-
entiated higher education system requires a well-defined legal framework and
consistent policies. This in tuin requires a long-term vision on the part of
policymakers for the sector as a whole and for the role of each type of institu-
tion, public and private, within that whole (see box 4.1).

The recenit experienice of Hungary is a notable example of effective gov-
ernment policies to guide the development of the higher education system an(d
the introduction of necessary refomns. The disintegrationi of the socialist re-
gime has had profound implications for the country's higher education facili-
ties. Faced with problems of inadequate quality, underfundinig, and low levels
of tertiary enrollilent in comparisoni with OECt) countries, the Hungarian

BOX 4.1 SETTING THE POLICY * Establishment of a statutory coor-
FRAMEWORK FOR HIGHER dinating body for the entire system
EDUCATION IN CALIFORNIA

* Differential admission pools for the
California pioneered the establish- University and State Colleges
ment of a policy framework for a state
system of higher education in the * Eligibility of students attending pri-
United States when it developed and vate institutions for the state schol-
implemented its first Master Plan in arship program.
1959-60. The primary issues con-
sidered at that time were the future The California Master Plan for
roles of the public and private sec- Higher Education, which is revised
tors and, in particular, how the pub- about every ten years, is not a rigid
lic sector should be governed and blueprint to control centrally the de-
coordinated to avoid duplication and velopment of California's system of
waste. Major principles that emerged higher education. Rather, it sets
from the initial master plan still shape some general parameters, focuses
the state's system today: primarily on the boundaries among

the four sectors of higher education.
I Recognition of different missions and strives for a system that bal-

for the four components of the higher ances equity, quality, and efficiency.
education system (University of Cali-
fornia, California State University, Sources: OECD 1990; Clark 1990.
community colleges, and private uni-
versities and junior colleges)
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authorities initiated. in collaboration withi the World Bank. a medium-term
reform and developnmenit program. After a detailed review of the present state
of the higher education system and an assessment of the need for conprelhen-
sive reform, the decision was made to prepare a new, unified legal framework
that encomiipasses the enti-e higher education system, including the Academy
of Sciences, the universities, and the non-Lulniversity institutions. The pro-
posed law defines a new regulatory environmenit for institutionls and a new
division of responsibilities and duties among the state. the public universities,
and new private uliiversities. It reflects a move away from the traditiolnal
system of state control toward a more competitive system with increased
institutional autonomy and a normative financing system for public resources.
The law seeks to establish a decentralized financing, budgeting, and owner-
ship system and provides criteria for the recognition and operation of different
types of institutions (see box 6.3 below).

The policy fiamework for higher education needs to be linked to specific
national conditions. For instance, civil service salary scales. elnploynlelit and
labor market policies, and the national scienlce and technology investment
framework all have a decisive impact oin the performance and evolution of
higher education inistitutions. as does the relationshiip between them and the
primiary and secondaly subsectors.

Planniniig higher education development is not a mechanistic and dirigist
exercise to impose qLianltitative targets at the central level. It is a systemic
management activity to guicle long-term development, assess risks and con-
strainits. and(l seek alternative ways to ensure long-tenn viability anid ilmprove
quality. Such an exercise focuses on economnic growth anid technological
development strategies, the contributioll of higher education to bolster these
strategies. the overall demand for graduates, the cost and benefits of various
forms of training, and the distribution of costs in the education sector.

Finally. recenit experience shows that successful reforimi depends on
decisionmakers building consensLIs among the various constituents of the
higher education subsector. In many coUlntries universities have a lon- tradi-
tion of political dissent and active participation in the political process. In
these situations stildents are not passive objects of reform but key political
actors whose vocal demands are difficult to ignore. In some of the formler
socialist republics of Eastern and Central EuLope. resistalice to reform has
come from technical ministries or departmelits reluictant to relinquish control
over the institutions that formerly operated under their exclusive authority.

A potentially effective approach consists of initiating, under the umbrella
of an official steering commiiittee, a nationial consultation on the need for and
the content of reform. Involving all of the sectors conceriled, including LIlli-

versity administiators. faculty. stuLdenits, ministry officials, and employers.
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the steering commnittee and its working groups greatly incr-ease the chances of
achievin2 a consenisus. Endeavors along these lines are under way at present
in several African countries, including Camer-oo. Ghana. and Senegal.

Effective Structiiresfior Government Policv anl Oversight

Many countries lack effective institutions for establishinig the policy frame-
work for higher education, guiding budgetary allocations, evaluatinig institu-
tiois' performiance. and publishing this infolImiationi for the benefit of
prospective students.

Some governm1ienits have established niational councils and othel bodies to
advise on higher education policies. In Ghana. for example. the goverlnment
recently embarked on an exhaustive reappraisal of the role and mission of
higher- education and launched reforilis to rationalize the networ-k of institu-
tions. improve the quality of teachinrz. and secuLe the financial viability of the
system. A National Imilplemiienitation Committee was set up to ilitiate refonns
and coordinate their execution. A National Counlcil on Higher Education has
just been set up in Uganida to strengthen planning. The National Council is
designed to operate as a consultative bocly, workinig in close collaboration
with an inter-ministerial Capacity Building Secretariat that prepares plans for
humilanl resource developmelt. Members will be drawn from univer-sities and
colleges. government ministries anid public and private enterprises. Its func-
tions will be to project enrollments, costs, and finanicial requir-ements; advise
external aid and lending agencies on investimienit neecds: register and accredit
institutionis: sanctioii new programs; coorldiniate admission policies for di-
plomra-granting institutionis; and prepare a strategy for reforimling the financ-
ing and managemiienlt of public higher education. In additioni to these national
initiatives. African countries also benefit fIrom a regional process of mutual
exchianige and suippoit for higher educationi policymnakinig (see box 4.2).

While the organization of policy advisory bodies that have respolisibility
for higher education varies, such bodies share three commoni characieristics
when they are effective. First, they are either quasi-governmental or fully
autonollous; that is. they are in practice indepenidenit of government. Second,
they have representation fromii various componienits of the subsector- and from
outside the higher education system. Third, their responsibilities involve as-
sessing priorities for both eniollmienit growth and futur-e investment.

Relying on Incentive Instruments to Implemilent Policies

Througl1 subsidizing higher- studies and university research, goverlnm11enlts can
affect the supply of graduates to the labor market and give di-ectioni to gradur-
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BOX 4.2 REGIONAL POLICY been held in Ghana, Kenya,
SUPPORT IN AFRICA Mozambique, Senegal, and Tanza-

nia. Coordination responsibilities for
The Working Group on Higher Edu- the WGHE rest with the World Bank.
cation (WGHE) is one of several Work- The meetings have progressively
ing Groups established by the exploredissuesofuniversityfinance,
Donors to African Education (DAE) in governance, management, gradu-
1989 as a mechanism to further col- ate programs, women's participa-
laboration between multi- and bi- tion, staff retention, and higher
lateral development agencies and education policies. Studies on these
African governments and institutions. topics commissioned for the WGHE

With a membership of fifteen aid and include Universities in Africa: Strat-
lending agencies, the WGHE seeks to egies for Stabilization and Revital-
improve the effectiveness of devel- ization (Saint 1992), and Financial
opment assistance to African univer- Diversification and Income Genera-
sities. A roughly equal but rotating tion at SelectedAfrican Universities
number of African university leaders, (Blair 1991). The papers and meet-
scholars, and government officials ings have helped African universi-
are invited to participate in the semi- ties and representatives from aid
annual WGHE meetings, which have and lending agencies to improve

ate training anid research. Where circullmstances requLire correction of labor
market andc enrollmlenlt distortions, eoverinments (lo best to rely on direct
incenitives to studlents. such as scholarshiips and stildent loanis. and onl resouIce
allocation processes rather than iSSUinig directives to control the size andl
distributioni of studlenlt intake. Any si-nificant shift in the size or composition
of enirollments has implicationis that goverinimlenits iieed to anticipate and pro-
vide for in the long term, includinig the neecd for quLalified academic staff and
iistructionial and research ftacilities.

In many counitries govemimienits have a strong role in determininii the level
and composition of enrollments, rellecting a time when the puLblic sector was
able to absorb most of thie products of the higher educationi system and when
the state financecd most or all higher educationi costs. Eniollimenits are still all
too oftenl deteriniiied by fixed-coefficient labor reqLlirellenits forecasting.
Experience has showin that this type of labor power planniniig does not antici-
pate the impact ot technological ch,anoge on the demand for skills or take
account of the incentives thalt labor markets provide for employers to adjust
the demand for skilled labor. The large eCIots associatecd with labor power
forecasts tendl to increase with the lengthi of the forecastinig period.

The level and distributioll of studlelnt intake shoulcd noriimally reflect exist-
ing rather than anticipated or past employment opportunities. Governments
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their understanding of each other's universities greater autonomy in
interests and constraints, generat- funding management in return for
ing consensus on the need for improved accountability in the use
locally managed strategic ap- of their resources. The WGHE also
proaches. suggests institutional twinning ar-

As a result of this collaboration, rangements as a useful means of
the relationship between universi- shoring up weak disciplinary areas,
ties and aid and lending agencies accessing international scientific
is now being cast in a broader knowledge,andtransferringneeded
institutional development context management techniques. It advo-
as opposed to the prevailing pro- cates the standardization of report-
ject orientation. Universities in ing systems to aid and lending
Mozambique and Tanzania. for ex- agencies so as to reduce adminis-
ample, have carried out institutional trative burdens on universities. Dur-
self-assessments and used them to ing the past year, several agencies
produce development plans. Others that belong to the WGHE have an-
have begun this process. Aid and nounced policy changes that will
lending agencies are being asked bring their funding practices more
to flexibly support the major ele- in line with these recommendations.
ments of these plans. according

should not intel-fere with market mechanisms or with institutional priorities
unlless tile need for state inteivenltioni is compellinig and econonmicallv justi-
fied. An example could be public subsidies for some specialties in the applied
sciences with high private costs anld/or low private returns but high social
return.

Goveinmenits can help higher education institutions strengthen the quality
of educationi in maily ways. For example. they can assist institutions in select-
ing students by orgailizing and iiiiupoviilg admission exailiations. This is
particular-ly importailt where academic secondary education is highly variable
in qualitv and whlere requirenients for graduation have little relationshlip to the
knowledge, skills. an(d levels of mastery required for entry. Governmenits call
help establish miilimlim staiidards of admlission to tIle various types of public
institutioils and raise thlese il order- to improve the qualitv and reduce the
variability of secondary educatioin. For iilstailce. couiltries that have acdopted
the British system of education (tor example. Ghana. Hoilog Kong. Kenya.
Singapore, and Ugalnda) aind a ilLinuber of East Asiail countr-ies (for example.
Chiila aind Korea) have used nationwide uiveli-sity entrance exanliiiations to
select studenits. At the same time. suchi examinations set national standards for
secoildary educatioil. Clliila particularly stands out as an example. After ten
vears of neglect of higlher educatioli durinig thIe Cultur-al Revolutioin, Clliiia
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reinitrodtice(d a nationwi(le university entianice examiiiatioln in 1977 in orcder to
galvanize secondary school teachers and studenits to pay attention to academic
study and( to have a consistent criterion for selection for admission to higher
education.

For students to make rationial choices, they' need good intform1ation on the
costs and quality of courses at differenlt institutions and on the labor market
opportunities for graduates of differenit courses. Governments can help
strengthen the quality of education by ensuring that such iniformation is widely
available (for example, on institutionis' costs. relative performanlce. and on
salaries in the labor market) and by certifyinig quality through accreditationi.

Governieneits can either accredit institutions and establish procedures for
recognizing degrees, diplomas. and( certificates thenmselves, or allow private
accrediting agencies and professional associations to perfonn this function. In
matters relating to examiniationis. accreditationi. and recognlition. the role of
the governmiiient should be reconiciled with the size and characteristics of the
system as well as with its capacity to finance higher education and employ
graduates. In small, relatively' undifferenitiated, mainly public highter educa-
tion systems and in countries where most employment growth occurs in the
public sector. governmenits have a stronger role in these matters. As highel

BOX 4.3 STATE CONTROL must be sanctioned by the govern-
VERSUS STATE SUPERVISION ment. Institutions do not select their

students; anyone who successfully
There are two broad governance completes secondary school and
models that governments can adopt earns a baccalaureat is eligible for
in managing their systems of higher admission. The budget for all insti-
education. The first is the state-con- tutions. which is not tied to any
trol model, in which the system has evaluation mechanism, is deter-
been created by and is entirely mined and allocated by the state
funded and regulated by the state. and is highly skewed in favor of stu-
The higher education system of dent support. This has led in re-
Cameroon illustrates how the state- cent years to decreased
control model operates in many investments in institutional infra-
francophone African countries. The structure and learning materials and
Higher Education and Research to a marked decline in the quality
Ministry is the regulatory body for of instruction.
higher education, the minister hold- At the other end of the continuum
ing administrative and political au- lies Chile, which since the higher
thority over all institutions. The education reform of the early 1980s
chancellors are presidential appoin- has followed the state supervision
tees, and all academic appointments model. Chilean institutions are now
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education systems increase in size an(d complexity. responsibilities for quality
assurance are best devolved onto institutional or professional organizations
that operate indepenldelntly of government. Most government regulatory pow-
ers shoLild be delegated, apart fiom those pertaining to the legal establishment
of institutions and the standardization of academic credenltials.

Increasing the Autonoimyv and Accountability of Public Instituitions

Greater institutional autonomy is the key to the successful reform of public
higher education, especially reform11 aimed at resource diversification and
more efficient use of resources. Recent experience shows that autonomous
institutions are more responsive to incentives for quality improvements and
efficiency gainis. In Franice, Japan. and the Netherlands. the government has
granted incr-eased financial autonomiiy to individual ftaculties and departments
in national universities to stimulate innovation in researchi and teaching. In
Chile. Thailand, and Viet Nam, in order to redistribute the costs of higher
education, the government has transferTed many powers and responsibilities
affecting costs to institutions, while establishing policy structures to guide the
development of the system fromii a greater distance (see box 4.3).

largely demand-driven. Public insti- fees for services, research con-
tutions and private universities alike tracts, and other projects. Institu-
make their decisions independently. tions are free to determine how their
Public institutions are loosely coor- budgets should be spent. The gov-
dinated through the Rectors' Coun- ernment sponsors a merit scholar-
cil, an autonomous body chaired by ship scheme for students attending
the minister of education. Private either public or private institutions.
institutions have no relationship with As a result of the reform of Chilean
the government unless they have higher education, the system has
chosen to participate in the volun- become more differentiated. The
tary accreditation process overseen total number of institutions increased
by the Higher Council of Education from 8 to 310, opportunities for ac-
to encourage quality improvement cess have grown as institutions be-
efforts in the private subsector. Only came regionally dispersed, and the
public institutions receive a direct provision of higher education is
budgetary allocation from the gov- dominated by self-sustaining private
ernment, whereas private institu- institutions.
tions finance their budget through
tuition and fees. Both types of insti- Sources: van Vught 1991. Ngu. Ngu, and

tutions are expected to generate Atangana1992:Brunner1992.
complementary income through
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If income diversification is to be pursued effectively, institutions must
have an incentive to generate and use a financial surplus. They must be
allowed to keep the additional resour-ces they raise to fiianice quality improve-
ments instead of being compelled. as in Uganda and many countries. to trans-
fer them to the treasury. In some coulitr-ies, Brazil for example. several
universities are prevented by law from imposing tuition, and in Iiidonesia and
elsewhere tuition fees are set only with government approval. Such restric-
tions create management rigidities and inefficiencies. Conversely, a diversi-
fied resource base is the best guarantee of institutional autonomy. Autonomy
remains largely an empty concept as long as institutionis are dependlent on a
single government fundinig source.

Decentralization of all key management fulIctions to higiler education
institutionls themselves is a sine qua noni for successful reform, especially with
respect to funding diversificationi and more efficient use of resources. Higher-
education institutions must be in a position to exercise meaningful control
over the principal factors affecting their costs. Each institution should be able
to set admissions requirements. assess tuition and fees, and establish eligibil-
ity criteria for financial assistance to needy students, in order to ensure that the
number and distributionl of new students is at a level compatible with its
resources. Institutions should also have the power to recruit and retrenchi
personnel. which represents the major cost factor for most higiler education
institutions. This flexibility is essential if ulliversities are to be able to build up
new programils in response to new labor market demands and to control costs
by eliminatinig faculty when student-teachier ratios in other departments de-
cline below efficient levels. Salary scales should be set independently across
institutions. so that these may attract faculty of the caliber desired.

Public fundinig can also be transfelTeCd in ways which support institutional
autonomy. Once agreement is reached with the government regarding the
aninual budgetary allocation, for example. institutions should be guaranteed
access to these resouices wvhen needed. Effective management also mealns that
institutions must have the ability to reallocate resources internally, which in
miTaniy countries is denied by a rigid line-itemil budget systeni. To encourage
institutional planning. operating funds should be received in the folm of block
grants or be subject to few restrictionis on the transfer of funds fiom one
expenditule to another. Institutionis require this flexibility to cross-subsidize
programs. launch new initiatives, and provide resources to academic units to
strenigtheni their programs. In Hong Kong. for example. univelsities, polytechi-
nics. and colleges receive block grants from the University and Polytechnic
Grants Committee, and they are subject to very few restrictions on how they
use these funds.
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Along with increasedz autonomiy,v higher education institutions need to be
held accountable for their- perforimiance. This involves moniitorinlg the quality
of thei- traininig and resear-ch outputs, the relevance of theil programs. and
their use of public subsidies. It also requires more sophisticated evaluation
capacity than most govenmenlts have in place today. Countries that rely on
pertormance-based allocationi mechanisimis are in a better position to foster
efficient use of public resources. Performiance indicator-s are most effective
whenl they are clearly related to institutional goals and when they are used as
aids in decisionmalkilng, not as rigid determinianits of ftunding.

Autononmy and accounitability also have implications for the goverilance
structur-e and management culture of institutioins. An iiclepenidenit governance
structure could include an assembly consisting of member-s of the university
community, a lay governing board with broad representation from the wider
community, and a vice chancellor or rector with proven management skills
appointed by the board on the advice of the assembly.

Many higiler education institutionls need stronger- manlagement to admin-
ister their resources. Even within the Iimits of existing financial resoul-ces.
mIuch progr-ess can be achieved if strict management procedules and simrpli-
fied budgetar-y rules are followed. Improvinig maniagemiienit practices also in-
volves the developmenlt and utilization of comprehensive management
in'formation systems to support the decisionmakinig process. Reliable data on
enrolliments. internal efficiency. expendituir-es, and costs are still not available
in manay institutions. Sound managemenit information is essential for planning
activities, allocating resources, making management decisions. and guiding
liinovationis. The iitr-oduction of comiiputerized maiagemenit infomiatioln sys-
teins in coulitries such as Australia, Malaysia. and New Zealand has helped
public higher education institutionis improve their efficiency.



C H A P T E R F I V E

Focusing on Quality,
Responsiveness, and Equity

IN THE context of a revised policy framework that allows more
diversity in the provisioI of higher education and greater financial sustainability
of institutions, the main elements of a strategy to improve the perfonnanice of
higher education, against which progress can be measured. are:

*Improved qLiality of teaching and research
* Increased responisiveness of higher educationi to labor market demands
* Greater equity.

E-nhancini- the Qualitv of Training and Research

To produce well-trainied graduates and significaint research outputs. highel-
education institutionis must be able to bring together the minimiial inputs nec-
essary for successful performance: well-prepared secondary school graduates,
competent and motivated facUlty. and ftacilities with essential instructiolnal
and research equipmenit and materials. Effective institLtiolIs are also open to
international exchanges and rely on sound evaluationi mechanlisms for assess-
ing and improvinig the qjuality of teaching and research.

Well-Prepared Stuidenits

Effective selection is important because the quality of students admitted into
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an institutioni affects the quality and internal efficiency of training. To educate
their students effectively. institutions should be able to enroll only as many
applicants as they can responsibly teach, and to accept only students who
possess the knowledge and ability to benefit fully from their studies. Selectiv-
ity should help ensure that enr-ollment growth is related to instructional capac-
ity and, if selection criteria have good predictive validity, that opportuniities
for further studies will be allocated to those who are most likely to benefit
academically. Studenits perforn best when they follow courses of study that
match their abilities andl interests. Yet in many countries instittitions have
little inliuence on the selection, intake, and distribution of enrollment. which
is the responsibility of government. Expressed preferences often have little
intluence on the course of study to which students are acimitted. The often
dramatically negative impact on the quality of instruction and oii student
motivation of such a policy is most visible in countries in which graduation
from acadeniic seconidary education automatically confers a right to publicly
linanced higher- education.

To increase selection efficiency, highl standards of performance in aca-
demic subjects must be set for seconclary school graduates seeking admission.
This result can be achieved either through a national examination-as is done
in China, Thailandc and il India for admission to the Indian Institutes of
Technology-or by allowing institutions or departments to establish their
own admission criteria, such as a comiibinationi of entrance examinationi scores.
highl school grades, and an aptitude test, in conformity with milimum stan-
dards established by accreciting bodies. This type of selection mechanism
eilcoulages eachi institutioll to define its niche in the overall highier- education
structure ancl select its studenits accordiilgly.

Highl-quality acadenlic seconidary education is the only secure foundation
for high-quality higher education. Strengthening science education and for-
e ign language traiiiing is of special importance. In universities aild mally other
li-ler education institutions in developing countries, the mecliurl of instruc-
tion is often a foreign language. Where an indigenous language is used.
foreign language training at the secondary level is even more important, since

it increases access to information useci for instruction at higher levels.

Qualiifed Teachintg Staff

A highly conlpetelit and motivated teaching staff aild a supportive profes-
sional culture are essential in building excellence. Staff numbers, qualifica-
tions, deploynlent. and remLlleration are ceiltral in determining the quality of
illstructioil. Even thoughi formal staff qualifications (tlie proportion of staff
with Ph.D. or niaster's degrees) may be seen as the best single indicator of
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instittLtionial quality, the relationship between the qualitv of trainiig and re-
search depenids on the missionl of the institution. Only in research tllivelsities
or in fast-changing fields may it be appropriate to requir-e Ph.D.s of all senior
faculty and to base promotion primarily on researchi perfor-mance. In other
iustitutiolls. more emphlasis should be given to teachlinig, supervisory. admin-
istrative, and service abilities when recruiting and promloting staff.

Public university salaries in many countries are linked to civil service pay
scales, which are often low in compar ison with private sector employmenit and
whicli rewaid seniiority rather than merit. Promotion based on seniority rathier
than per-formiance also often discoulages graduates from entering academic
life. Where salaries are ilisufficient, faculty melilbers ale likely to take tip
other jobs at the expenise of their academic comflniitillents. In Ghana. for
example, universities had to establish a supplemilenit equal to 50 percent of the
base salary in order to counter a "brain drain" caused by the econiomilic crisis of
the 1980s. There must be nonipecunliary professionial rewards. too. such as
opportunities for professional communllicationl and peer recognition.

Supplying Adequate Pedagogical Inputs

Scientific laboratories and workshops need to be well equipped and suppliecl
with conisumilables, and( provision Must be made for proper mainitenanice of
buildings and equipmelit. Upgradinlg university libraries is also a priolity.
provi(ded of course that library use is supported by appropriate metilods of
instructioni and examiliation that emphiasize indepelidelit work. Institutions
should operate with well-stocked and up-to-date libraries that have sufficient
study space and that cater to the teaching and research needs of the various
academic clepartments. Cost-effective access to currenit inftorimiation, for ex-
am-nple through CD-ROMs and electronlic networks, is also needed for science
researchi and traininL_g.

Stimulating Initelrinatibona1tl Exchange

Leading higilel education institutionIs must be opell to internatiolial itilu-
ences. Since the establishlielt of the first universities in North Aftrica and
Europe. all great ulliversities have recruited studLents and staff both locally and
internationally. Africa's oldest and most prestigiolIs uLniversities, such as Dakar.
Ibadan. anid Makerere. were foulided as regioinal institutions with an internia-
tional staff and close ties to leading metropolitani institution1s. The newel
centers of excellence il the developing world-the Indiaii Institutes of Tech-
nology and Managemenit, the Koreall Acivanced Institute of Science and
Technology, the Nationial University of Singapore. and the University of the
Philippines at Los Banyos, ftor example-have internationial missionis and
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policies to promote interilationial contacts. These can include reseived places
tor foreign studenits, international advertisemilent of academic positions. extra-
institutional peer review of candidates for promotion. intemnational participa-
tion in internal evaluations of academiiic units. secondmenit of staff to foreign
institutions, partnershiip with foreign uniiversities. and degree ancl nolidegree
progr-ams designed to attract foreign students.

Many developing countries have invested heavily in overseas training for
univer-sity staff, often with external support. This has been sLIccessfLIl in coun-
tries such as the Republic of Korea and Indonesia, where most returning
graduates have been able to find good employmeit. In other situations it has
led to the loss of educated citizens to other countries. Sometimes graduates
returnilg to their home country are not able to obtain employmenit in their
area of specialization or to continlue their research. "Sandwiclf" advanced
degree programs. wvhere the home university defines a relevant research pro-
gram in cooperation with an overseas institution, are mulcih more likely to
contribute to stronger researchi and traininig programs at local univelrsities than
traditional doctoral programlls overseas.

Strengtheninta Evaluation Mechanfisms

Plerhaps the most important determinant of academic performiance is the abil-
itv to evaluate and monitor the quality of training and research otUtpLIts. Re-
cent studies indicate that, in order to evaluate the quality of teaching.
self-evaluation mechanisims can promote a sense of real institutional responsi-
bility. In a number of' counitries, universities have initiated periodic perfor-
inance reviews. including the quality and relevance of programs. internal
efficiency. and financinig needs. To evaluate faculty teacliing. the most fre-
quenitly used methods are reliance on student ratings, evaluation by a depart-
menlt chairperson. evaluation of course outlines, peer evaluationi. and teaching
awardis. What is important is that the procedures and criteria ftor evaluation be
transparent and that the outcome be used to take conrective actions.

Independent assessments to measuire output quality can help set and pre-
serve high standards of performance (see box 5.1 ). The validity of the assess-
1mlent process can be increased by setting up systems of external accreditation.
examination, and evaluation, especially for advanced scientific disciplines.
The objective is to establish mniinimum criteria for the organization and provi-
sion of academic programs that discourage ineffective practices and reinforce
positive characteristics. Examples include Korea's Ministry of Education,
which from the late 1960s began setting stan(lards for the COunLtry's public and
private universities and colleges. In many countries. professional associations
fulfill important coordiniatinig andl planning functionis to monitor, evaluate.
certify, and accredit higher education institutions. This is intendled to promote
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BOX 5.1 ACCREDITATION program, and eleven teaching sub-
OF TEACHER TRAINING ject areas were identified. Small
INSTITUTIONS planning grants were made avail-

able to each institution to enable
In Indonesia, the World Bank sup- them to do a self study, which was
ported the introduction of accredita- externally evaluated and validated
tion mechanisms in a project to by professionals and education
improve teacher training standards practitioners. Importance was
in public institutions. The experiment placed on ensuring that these vali-
with accreditation has had some suc- dations were nonthreatening and
cess but has necessitated significant collegial. Shortcomings, when
modifications of international accredi- found, were viewed not as some-
tation practices. A pilot program was thing to be penalized. On the con-
established in 1987 to develop a trary, they were perceived as
scheme to accredit teacher training starting points to initiate necessary
programs in selected institutions. af- improvements. The pilot study was
ter the government decided to up- useful in generating acceptance for
grade all pre-service teacher training accreditation as a mechanism to
institutions to university status. The improve teacher training. An Edu-
objective was to agree upon a set of cation Consortium was subse-
standards by which all teacher train- quently established to advise the
ing institutions could be evaluated as Directorate General of Higher Edu-
well as to establish a baseline for in- cation on standards of teacher train-
stitutional development. Five autono- ing and investments in qualitative
mous Institutes of Teacher Training improvements.
and Pedagogy were selected on a
competitive basis to participate in the Source: Eisemon 1992b.

standardization of programs ancl is useful in enslIilig the equivalence of
degrees. diplomas, and certificates awarded. Professional recognition and
accreditation typically involves external assessment of instruLctional activities
and plans ftor institutional self-improvement.

As illustrated by the recent experience of Western European countr ies, the
most effective evaluation mechanlisms emphasize self-evaluation on institL-
tional mission and perforimiance combined with extemnal assessment proce-
dules, whether by professional associations or a government oversight agency.

Responiding to Changing Economiiic Demand(is

Many developing countries, as well as the formerly socialist counitries of
Europe and Central Asia, pursue economic growth strategies based on techno-
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logical accumulation. In this context it is critically important that training and
research programs respond to thle evolving demanlds of the economy. The
institutions responsible for advanced traininig and research programs should
be guided by representatives from the productive sectors. The participation of
private sector representatives on the govemning boarcis of public and private
higiler- education institutiolIs can help ensure the relevance of academic pro-
grams. Financial incenitives for joint industrv-university cooperative research.
corporate-sponisoredl internships for studelits, and part-time academic appoint-
ments for professionals from the productive sectors can all help strengtilen the
linkages and communiication between the higher education system and other
sectors of the economy. In the newly industrialized economilies of East Asia,
ftor instance, government-provided funding for cooperative research was a
strong incentive for fi-ms and universities to establish linkages.

Strenigtlheniitng Postgraduiate Trainiing andhl Resercvh

The failure to sustain strong postgraduate programils Ihlits the development
impact of higher educationi. Postgraduate education is important for at least
thl-ee reasons. First, universities in developing countries are the locus of fun-
damental as well as applied research. Second., graduates of postgraduate pro-
grams are needed to staff private arid public researcil and development (R&D)

units and high-technology-based manufaacturinig activities. This is the most
important mechanism through whicih research results are transferred, thereby
changing the technological bases ot' agricultural and manufacturing prod-
uction. Finally, postgraduate programs in most countries are important for
staff developmenit and thus for improvinig the quality of higher education in
general.

Efforts to strenigtheni postgraduate educationi must take account of condi-
tions in the higher education system as a whole. Stromng ulidergraduate pro-
grams are necessary to ensure a sufficient pool of students qualified for further
study, manly of whom may be recruited friom institutionis that are riot involved
in postgraduate traininig and researchi. Students interested in and eligible for
postgraduate studies are usually a relatively small group with multiple career
options. It is easier to attract themil into postgraduate programs when career
opportunities and adequate support throughI fellowships are available.

Three priniciples should guide the organization of national researchi sys-
tems. First, it is prefer-able to combine graduate education an(d research il the
samne institutions. This raises the quality of both training and research. which.
rn most basic sciences. tends to be more efficiently perfonned il Liniver-sities
than in separate government research institutions. Second, because of the high
personinel arid ftacilities costs for postgraduate educationi and research in ex-
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perimental sciences, most of the capacity for acivanced scientific training and
research is best concentrated in a few institutions where programs can be
adequately supported. Third. with respect to the iistitutional division of labor
in national research systems, universities have significanlt comparative advan-
tages in fundamental and interdisciplinary research ats a result of theil- size.
training missions, and clistribution of resour-ces across many fields of study.
Other public and private scientific institutions are more suitable thanl univer-
sities for most applied research.

Adequate working conditions andl strong incenitives that motivate research-
ers are necessary to create a supportive environment ftor quality researchi.
Academic staff must be sufficienitly well remunierated to undertake research
and related teachinig activities on a full-time basis. Strong performance in
research and postgraduate education should be rewarded through professiolial
advancement anid nonpecunliary professional rewards.

Because of the high costs and nor-mally high governmental and institu-
tional subsidization of postgraduate studies, SuppOIt for the establishmllenit alld

improvemenit of programs must be highly selective. To improve program
quality and etficiency. competition among academic units for discretionaly
resources should be stimulated. The principle of competition should extend to
the allocation of funding for staff research, which. in turn, should support a
high proportion of the non0tuition costs of postgraduate traininig. Competitive
research funding programiis can be designed to achieve other purposes as well,
for example. to increase the volume of researchi in fielcis of high priority for
national scientific and industrial policies ancd to foster interdisciplinary andc
inter-institutional team researchi in specialties for which researchi and traininio
can be strengtilenied through collaboration. To ensur-e accountability, reward
productivity, and encourage impr-ovemilenit in the quality of research, renewal
of research support shouldl be contingent on the publication of results in
journals that have higil professional visibility locallv anid interinationally.
Importance should also be placed on the productioni of candidates for clegree
programs sLIpported by staff reseairch projects. especially in coun1tries in which
it is necessar-y to build up the domilestic scientific commillity.

Reilonal Cooperationt

Because they have ihilited human and financial resoLIrces, ditficulty in taking
advantage of economiiies of scale, and a moclest-size labor market, small ancl
low-income countries face specific constraints on the type and size of higher-
education programs that they can afford (see box 5.2). The only way of
establishing or maintaining cost-effective graduate traininig and research pro-
grams mav be to organize them on a regional basis. Each participating country
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would support a few strong national programils operating as regional centers of
specialization within the framework of a multi-state institutioll such as the
University of the South Pacific or the ULniversity of the West Indies.

In Afr-ica. where supra-national institutions such as the now clefunct Uni-
versitv of East Africa have proven difficult to sustain, r ecent formns of regional
cooperationl have pursuedl a more efficient division of labor withini a multi-
country network of existinc Iiationial universities. Examples include graduate
programlis in agriculture under the Special Programme for Africani Agricul-
tural Research (SPAAR). a collaborative mastei s program in econiomilics lauLIcIhel
by the African Economic Research Consortiulml (AERC), and graduate traiuinig
in engineering coordinaited throughi the African Network of Scientific and

BOX 5.2 REGIONAL and operating a full-fledged national
COOPERATION university is not economically vi-

able. A logical option would be for
In providing higher education. small each country to analyze its specific
and low-income countries should needs. constraints, and opportuni-
find an appropriate balance among ties, determine the programs and
local institutions, regional institu- disciplines it requires and can teach
tions, and overseas training. Devel- best, and take advantage of econo-
opment of local institutions in small mies of scale and subject special-
and low-income countries has been ization. It should be more feasible
significant but uncoordinated. As in the case of countries such as
new education and training needs the Caribbean Islands and the Pa-
have emerged in the past twenty cific Island nations. which are affili-
years, there has been a tendency ated with regional universities like
to create new post-secondary insti- the University of the West Indies
tutions under separate authority (uwi) and the University of the South
rather than incorporating new func- Pacific (usP). uwi, for instance, has
tions into existing institutions. The gone a long way toward organizing
result has been a proliferation of the teaching of first- and second-
small uneconomical teaching units year courses in local institutions and
that to some extent duplicate each focusing on more specialized
other's functions. For example. Fiji. courses at the regional university.
with a population of 700,000. has The alternative of sending students
five public sector higher education overseas should be reserved for
institutions: the Fiji Institute of Tech- specialized postgraduate courses
nology. two teachers colleges, the that cannot affordably be offered in
Fiji School of Medicine, and the Col- the region.
lege of Agriculture.

In many instances, establishing Source: World Bank 1992a.
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Technological Institutions (ANS-I). Lessons gleaned fiom these experiences
suggest that a structur-ed process of regular institLutional interaction is neces-
sary to build trust, forge consensus, ancd hold the group accountable for its
decisions: that an institutional mechanisimi is necessary to manage this pro-
cess; and that external funding is critical for initial success. 'rhese experiences
suggest that regional cooperation is most likely to be achieved by identifying
and strengtheninig existing nationial institutionis or programs that possess a
convinlcing record of achievement and the potential to operate successfully as
multi-countr-y or regionial centers. Instead of relyinlg on large public subsidlies
to maintaini such institutions, a mor-e effective forimi of financial support would
be for govermenits to offer adequate scholarships to (leserving graduate stu-
dents andc allow them to select an appropriate program of studies, either-
nationally or regionlally.

Makinig Under-graduate an1d Pr-o exsxional Programs inure
Relevant

Efforts should be made to ensure that institutionis' enrolliment patteins ancl
cunicula reflect local skill requi-ements more closely. In many instances. this
will mean shifting the balance of enrollilenits toward natuilal sciences and
engineering. But in countries where enrollimenits in the applied sciences are
too high-in Romaniia. for example. more than two-tilil-ds of all university
enrollments are in enginieerinig and techinical training-restructulil'g will need
to establish couIses in social sciences and management to ease the transition
to a market economy. To guilde the choice of course offerings and to niake
decisions on curriculumLI chaniges. institutions should moniitor the labor market
outcomes of their graduates, includcinig placement andl remunlleation as well as
the supply anid demanld of various skills. In the l'hilippines, the authorities
publishi the ulliversity board examniationi results for all engineering. medi-
cine, dentistry, pharmacy, law, and accounting programs.

One way of achieving these goals is to promote the development of profes-
sionatl programs. either- by creating new courses or by transforminio existing
programs. The duration of the professional programs shoulJd be detenrined by
the requirements of the workplace rathier than traditional academic criteria. A
variety of relevant short programs ( 1-2 years) and long courses (3-5 years), as
well as continuing edlucation courses. can respond to rapidly changing neecis
ftor diffterent types of skills. Intioducinig a modular curriculum associated with
a credit system of academic organization allows for a greater number of
specializations and more tlexibility in course design.

In this connection, contiluingr educationl programs are not only important
income-generating activities: they are also valuable in signaling changes in
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employmenlt opportullities. Maany institutions LIse continuing education pro-
grams to experiment with new courses andc specializations. If there is sutffi-
cient student demand, these can be incorporated into full-time programs or
provide the basis for new programs and electives. Continuinig education pro-
grams, especially in fields like management. engineering. the health sciences.
and education. are often staffed by individuals appointed on the basis of
professional experience rathier thani academic credentials. This strengthens the
relevanice of the trainiing and proviides feedback from prospective employers.
The many benefits of these programs are more apt to be realized when they are
organized on a self-financing basis and when academilic responlsibility is exer-
cised by :faculties ancl departimienits.

Bufildintg Up Externial Linkages

An indigenious capacity for trainilig and research is a necessary but not suffi-
cient conditioni for higiher education to contribute to growth. It needs to be
complementecd by science policies that include, in particuilar. mechanisms that
promote better Lise of the scientific andl technical potential of tertiary institu-
tions (see box 5.3). Such mechanisms include both close linkages with indus-
try in advanced training courses. cooper-ative research programs. consultancies.
conitiniuing ecducation programs, science parks. and such benefits foir industry
as business incubation centers, tax advantages. and state-sponsored research
vouchers. For example. Ghana's Technology Consl.ltancy Centre in the Uni-
versity of Technology at Kumasi develops, promotes. and transfers appropri-
ate technologies to small-scale industries. Jordan provicles vouchiels for small
and medium-size enterprises to purchase researchi and development services
from university. Taiwani (China)'s Hsinchu Science-Based Industrial Park and
Korea's DaedUk City are developed in the viciniity of research universities and
institutes to attract high teclilology firms to utilize the R&D capacity of higher
eclucation. and to make higher education niore attuned to the iieeds of indus-
try. A basic conditioni of success is the ability of the academic research
community to forge links with non-university research institutes and enter-
prises and vice versa.

Many forms of cooperation between ilistitutionls and the productive sec-
tors can be found thr-oughout the developing world. Employers that actively
define and design new curricula, monitor institutional management, organize
student placemelt. andl alTange for industry personnel to be seconded to ter-
tiary institutions and for academic staff to have industrial experience, can
contribute to aligning education to the country"s needs and to the changiig
structure of the labor market. In all newly industrialized countries of East
Asia. industrialists are consulted on both formal and iiformal basis on cur-
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BOX 5.3 THE IMPORTANCE OF and hampered the appearance of
LINKAGES WITH THE ECONOMY specialized suppliers. Training and

research institutions have operated
Establishing strong linkages between in isolation from industry.
the higher education system and the By contrast, in Korea industrial
economy is important to support capacity was built using the gradu-
technology-based growth strategies. ates trained on a large scale in sci-
In countries like Brazil and India, and entific and technical fields and by
the former communist Eastern and promoting a close relationship be-
Central European countries, all of tween academic research and indus-
which have had strong scientific and try. The government provided
technological research capacities for incentives to firms involved in tech-
decades. knowledge-driven indus- nology-intensive exports coupled with
trial change has been impaired by a generous tax exemptions for re-
lack of appropriate linkages with search and development invest-
training and research institutions. ments, thus creating a private sector
The absence of market incentives to market for the products of its higher
introduce new products and pro- education and science and technol-
cesses or to improve production ogy systems.
methods has slowed down firm-
based technological accumulation Source. Eisemon 1992c.

ricula in highier edlucation and R&D directioni that can best serve the needs of
industry.

Puisuing Equitv

Providing equitable opportunities for participation in higher- educationl is all
important eleinent of policies to incr-ease national integr-ationi and the repr-e-
sentation of traditionally disadvantaged groups in economic and political
leadership. Strategies must be multi-faceted if they are to be effective in
increasing the represenitatioll in hioher- educationl of women, ethilic mniorities,
students from low-income families, and other economically or educationally
disadvantaged groups. Strategies incLide improvinig primary and secondary
educationi for these groups. increasinig thei- demlianid for higher education.
diversitying institutions to serve various groups, subsidizing their studies. and
using admissions criteria to con-ect iieclualities.

Improving the access of women, the poor. and other clisadvantaged groups
to high-quality primary and secondary educationi is essential to any lolig-term
improvemiient in the equity of higher education. The distributioll of enroll-
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ments and the quality of instruction at the lower levels of education are the
major determinants of representation in higher education. Demographic dis-
parities cannot be remedied simply through corrective measures introduced at
the higher level. They must be augmented by measures at the primary and
secondary levels to redlUce the variability in the performance of secondary
school graduates and to enlarge the pool of eligible candidates.

lmproving access to quality primary and secondary education will help
stimulate demand over time. Other more immediate measures are also appro-
priate. Increasing womenl's demand for higher education. for instance, in part
requires actions in labor inarket, fair employment, and family policies to
make employment opportunities more attractive for women graduates. In part
it also requires providing career information, role models of successful women,
flexible modes of attendance (part-time studies, short courses. ancd credit
systems) and separate facilities appropriate to cultural practices. Korea and
Nigeria have arranged for female scientists, faculty members. and career
counselors to visit secondar-y schools to discuss career opportunities. India
built nine new polytechnics for women in 1991 and provides placement ser-
vices to strengthen linkages with the labor market.

Diversifying institutions to serve the needs of different population groups
can be effective. Different types of institutionis have different equity effects in
different countries. In India. open universities and distance education pro-
grams have benefited women, but have been less effective in increasing the
participation of the disadvantaged scheduled caste and tribal students as well
as those from rural areas. Thailand's two open universities have been the
government's principal instrument for expanding access to the country's geo-
graphically well distributed but highly socially selective public university
systern. About a quarter (22 percent) of the students enrolled in these institu-
tions come from rural areas, with the poorest social stratum accounting for
two-thirds of the population. This is still much higher than the representation
of students in public or private uiliversities-1 I percent and 10 percent. re-
spectively-but it is well below their representation in teacher training insti-
tutions (52 percent), most of which are located in the countryside. Thai open
universities have been much more important in increasing opportunities for
students from poor family circumstances in urban areas (21 percent of enroll-
ment, almost twice their representation in the general population).

The ef'fectiveness of subsidies directed to unden-epresented groups varies.
Chile's competitive national scholarship scheme has increased the enrollment
of students from the most educationally and economically disadvantaged
backgrounds in the country's best public universities, while loans anld expan-
sion of private higher education generally have expanded opportunities for
students from more advantaged families. Women's participation has been
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significanitly iicreased througil scholarshiips in Papua New Guinea and by
providing boarding facilities in India and Yemen.

The most dii-ect way to increatse the representationi in higher education of
disadvantaged groups is to use meritociatic admissions criteria, which include
relaxing requirements, awarding bonus points on entry examinations, impos-
ing admissions quotas. and using combinations of these devices. These crite-
ria are fraught with difficulties. Especially where the quality of secondary
education is highly variable, they can involve high internal efficiency costs. In
the early 1980s. for example. the public University of the Philippinies decided
to relax its rigoloLls admissions requirements for students from poor and rural
ftamilies on tihe grounds that its elitralice examinations underestimated the
students' potential academic success. Studenits admitted under the schemile
were given financial support and remedial instruction if needed and their
perfonnanice was closely monitored. T'he results indicated that relaxing the
requiremenits increased studenlt failure despite the aciditional assistance the
students received. In India, constitutionally mandated efforts to increase the
representationl of schieduled caste ancl tribal students through scholarships and
reserved seat schemes have had a strong impact on the composition of higher
education en-ollments. Nevertheless, after four decades of positive discrimi-
nation in education and employment. scheduled caste and tribal groups re-
main seriously disadvantaged.

In many coUntries. admission to public universities is very selective and
basecd on studenit achievemenit in national examinations that minimize qualita-
tive variations at the secondary level. Minor adjustimienits in admissions re-
quiremenits are unlikely to serioLisly affect the quality of entrants, but while
the representation of particular groups may increase. their clistributionl across
fields of study cannot be changed as easily. In Uganda, for example. bonus
points were introduced in 1990 to increase the representation of womlien at
Makerere University. The proportion of ftemales admitted increasedl from 23
percent in 1989-90 to 30 percenlt in 1990-91. with women accounting for 40
percent of the arts intake but only 18 percent of the science intake. The
relatively low represenitationi of women among science students reflects the
lack of science educationi fori women at the secondar-y level andl canlot be
remediedl at the higher education level alone. Hence, as noted above, equity
muIst be increased at the primiiary and secondary levels as part of any long-tenn
program also to iicrease it in higher education.
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Implications for the World Bank

ALTI'HOUGH loan11s and grants trom external aid andl lending agen-
cies may be marginal to the overall cost of financing higher education. they
are often crucial to the institutionis that receive them. Such support is a chan-
nel through which dleveloping countries and economies in transition can gail
access to the resources and expertise of the educational, scientific, and intel-
lectual centers of more industrialized couItries (see box 6.1 ).

Since 1963n the World Bank has had a prominent role in assisting the
expansion of post-secondary education. Investments averaged 17 percent of
total lendinig for education between 1963 and 1970, peaked at 38 percent
between 1971 and 1985. and( represented 31 percenit between 1986 and 1993.
In all. 294 projects with 457 highier edLucatioll componenits have been sup-
ported, representing a $5.7 billion investimient during the past thirty years
(billion is definiecd here as 1.00(( million). Most of this investimient ($5.1 hil-
lion) has occuried since 1980 (see table 6.1 ).

Initially, World Bank lending for higher education was mainly directed
toward institutions that train professionals and technicianis for the economy' or
to teachers to facilitate expansion of lower levels of edlucation. The first
higher education pro ject (in Pakistan, 1964) helped establish two agricultural
universities. In recent vears. the World Banik has increasingly provided sup-
port to univelsities anld institutions responisible for advanced scientific train-
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BOX 6.1 SUPPORT BY the case. Only in Burundi, Nigeria,
EXTERNAL AID AND LENDING and Senegal, do the former metro-
AGENCIES FOR HIGHER politan countries predominate
EDUCATION among external agencies support-

ing higher education. Germany was
A 1992 survey of educational assis- the leading supporter in India, Swe-
tance to seventeen Latin American, den in Zimbabwe, Japan in Kenya,
Caribbean, African, and Asian coun- and the United States in Cameroon.
tries indicated that assistance for uni- Italy is a major supporter of higher
versity development (excluding education in two anglophone Afri-
untargeted funding for overseas train- can countries, Kenya and Nigeria.
ing) typically accounted for only 1 to Higher education is both an ob-
2 percent of total development as- ject of external agency support and
sistance. The proportion of educa- an implementing modality for agri-
tional assistance allocated for higher cultural, health, population, and
education was greatest in African other sectoral assistance. Most sup-
countries; for example, the figure for port for staff upgrading, technical
Burundi was 61 percent. Foreign assistance, rehabilitation of facilities,
training accounted for a very large and the purchase of library materi-
share of higher education assistance, als or laboratory equipment is highly
again especially in African countries: targeted, short-term, and focused
69 percent in Cameroon, 51 percent on the needs of academic units.
in Kenya, and 72 percent in Nigeria. Indirect assistance to university edu-

Patterns of involvement by exter- cation was very substantial in many
nal aid and lending agencies in higher of the countries studied. In Thailand,
education once reflected historical, for instance, 49 percent of support
usually colonial, relationships or were for university education was embed-
circumscribed by the language ded in other sectoral assistance.
adopted for higher education by the
recipient country. That is no longer Source: Eisemon and Kourouma 1992.

ing ancl research, reflecting thieir centrality to knowledge-based economic
growth strategies. African and East Asian countries have had the largest
number of higher education investments, and Latin America and the Carib-
bean countries the lowest.

The relative share of higher education lending in each region reflects
differences in priorities set at the country level. The volume of lending is
indicative of specific circumstances such as the economic situation and the
hIlman resources development strategy of bolTowing countries. A small num-
ber of counitries in each region have received inost of the financing that the
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TABLE 6.1 WORLD BANK LENDING FOR HIGHER EDUCATION BY REGION. 1980-93
(number of institutions, lending in millions of dollars, percentage of Bank lending)

Vidl/ci' Ei. ope Laitill
Ea. ix and and AAneijca

East.8 Swtb ',V Ith, Cenar,ul anid tht'

1111 inltuion Aficia Asia Asia Afilica ACia Car-ibbean Total

University 32. 25, 4, 15. 3. 5, 83.
342, 1,457. 31, 135, 84. 80, 2.131.

6.7 28.6 0.6 2.7 1.7 1.6 41.9

Science and . I 1, 0. 4. 2. 3. 24.

technology 11, 475, 0. 65. 40, 391. 983.

0.2 9.3 0.0 1.3 0.8 7.7 19.3

Polytechnic, 4, 5, 6. 5. I. 3. 24,

36, 197, 539, 9, 4. 7, 794.

0.7 3.9 10.6 0.2 0.1 0.1 15.6

Techniical 21. 8. 4. 9. 3. 3, 48.

institutes 83. 246. 37. 96. 121, 11. 596.

1.6 4.8 0.7 1.9 2.4 0.2 11.7

Teaciher 26. 24. 6. ' I. 2. 7. 86,

trainino 69. 378, 28. 91. 5. 11, 584.

institutions 1.4 7.4 0.6 1.8 0.1 0.2 11.5

Total 83. 73. 20. 54. 11, 21, 262.

project 542. ',754. 637. 397. 254, 502. 5.089.

components 10.7 54.1 12.5 7.8 5.0 9.9 100

Sow e World Bank datl

Bank has made available for hiigher- education. These typically have lar-ge
higher education systems whose expansioni or rehabilitatioii requires large

investmenits. Since 1986, Nigeria has been Afiica's leading borrower for

higher education. China and Indoinesia have been East Asia's, Brazil has been

Latin Amer-ica's, and( Hungary has been Europe's.

The Worl-d Banlk has accumulated a great deal of lending experienice in

supporting differenit kind(s of higher educationi institutions in many countries

between 1980 and 1993. It has had projects supporting three or more types of

institutions in 29 Africani countries, 16 Latin American and Caribbeani coun-

tries, 8 Micddle Eastern and Europeani countries. 5 South Asian countries, 11

East Asian couLitries. and 3 European and Central Asian countries. In several
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countries, Algeria. Brazil. China, Indonesia, the Philippines, and Portugal, the
Bank has supported universities, science and technology institutes, polytech-
nics, technical institutes, and teacher training colleges.

Lessons from Experience

Support for quality improvemilent in World Bank projects has often been
provided piecemeal, with a narrow focus on discrete teaching and research
activities. This has constrained the impact of these investments. Assistance to
librar-ies and laboratories, as well as for training, stat'f resear-chi, and other
purposes, has occasionally created well-funded academic oases that became
unsustainable in the long run. For example. supplying laboratory equipment
for instructioni and staff researchi can have only a limited impact if there are no
funcis to replenish consumables. New libraries and classroom facilities will
not be maintained if professional andc support staff must seek other employ-
ment in order to sustain themiiselves. In Indonesia, for instance. World Bank
support for higher- eclucation has had mixed resuIts, mainly for lack of a well-
definecd policy framewor-k for the subsector. Sixteen Inter-University Centers
(lucs) for advanced scientific traininlg and research in strategic fields like
biotechnology were established in the late 1980s with World Bank assistance.
They were situated at Indonesia's leading public universities and received
funding for buildings. laboratories, equipment, overseas traininig of staff, for-
eign technical assistance. and staff research. Although the number of post-
gracduate degrees (48 doctoral and 253 master's) increased between 1985 and
1990, the research output of the centers was disappointing. Few mainistream
scientific papers had been produced. Indonesian researchers received some
payment for their work at the tLUCs, but the amounts were not sufficient to
enable many of them to give up their second jobs. As a result, research efforts
were conducted on a part-time basis. In contrast, the bonuses given to staff to
supervise theses and dissertations has significantly increased the output of
graduate students and led to pressures to proliferate graduate programs in the
public universities.

The interrelatedness of academic programs ancd institutiolis of higher edu-
cation has seldom been taken into consideration. Advanced scientific traininl
and researcih requires strong undergr-acluate programs. High-quality instruc-
tion in engineering, medicine, agriculture and applied social sciences is built
on sound traininlg in the natural sciences, mathematics, and even the huinani-
ties whose importance to economic development is less obvious, and thus less
apt to attract support from external agencies. In brief, whole institutions and
systems of higher education must be strengthened to produce sustainable
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improvements. Furthenrore. thie World Bank has not always been able to
offer the long-term comprehensive support for higher education institutions
that is usually needed for effective institution building.

A World Bank internal review of implemilenitationl experienice undertakeni
in 1992 concluded that Bank lending for higher education has been most
successful where. through a series of complementary project investments, it
has developed a subsectoral strategy for intervenition. In Chiia. for example.
loans have involved different tiers of the subsector in ways that have strength-
ene(l the higher education system as a whole and addressed equity and quality
issues in a comprehenisive manner (see box 6.2).

The three decades of World Bank education lending to the Republic of
Korea offer another example of a successful approach. which involved well-
integrated support for investments to develop the national scientific training
and research infrastructure as well as industrial capacities. After providing
funding for agricultural colleges and various technical institutions throuIghout
the 1970s, the Bank supported efforts to expand traininig in managemenit and
engineering, including the establishment of an accrediting body for engineer-
ing ecducation, during the 1980s. Four more projects were approved between
1989 and 1991 to reinforce advanced scientific training and research capaci-
ties in both the public and private sectors and to strenigtheni links between
science and technology producing institutions and industrial users. World
Bank lending for highelr education in Korea has corresponided with Korea's
push for high techinology development in the I 980s and I 990s, and has been
complemented by lending fo r technology development and transfer.

In Sub-Saharan Africa. higher education has featured prominently in re-
cent policy-based lending operations. Since 1986, educationi sector adjust-
ment loans to ten Sub-Sahar-an African countries have included higher education
reform measures. In all ten countries these refornms have focused on contain-
ing or reducing public expenditures for clegree-granting higher education
institutions, combining restrictions on enrolilimenit growth with lower per-
student grants and subsidies as well as the iitioduction of a variety of cost-
recovery measUlres. The cost-conitainiment strategy has often been
complenenited by relorimis designed to increase intemnal efficiency by, for
instance, increasing student-staff ratios or teaching loads. However, in less
than half of' these cases have investments been made in the hi.glier education
subsector in order to facilitate reformns.

Designinig politically acceptable and fiscally affordable policy reform has
been difficult, and iilplementation experience is not encouraging. Reform
implementation has been opposed by various interest groups and has touched
off student rioting in manay countries. The successful launching and imple-
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BOX 6.2 SUPPORTING HIGHER sional qualifications through foreign
EDUCATION DEVELOPMENT IN training. Later projects addressed
CHINA the needs of the provincial universi-

ties and other kinds of institutions of
Support for higher education devel- higher education, while the most re-
opment in China has occurred through cent focus, again on national insti-
a series of integrated project loans tutions. directed efforts toward
involving different tiers of the higher advanced scientific research and
education subsector. Within the training.
framework of China's Four Modern- Reviewing the World Bank's pro-
izationsPlanof1980,theWorldBank gram of assistance to Chinese
began by assisting the country's elite higher education in the 1980s, an
national universities, whose programs independent research work noted
had been disrupted by the Cultural that:
Revolution. World Bank funding fa-
cilitated construction and/or rehabili- Approximately 183 higher in-
tation of university libraries and stitutions in the formal system,
laboratories, updating of instructional out of the 1985 total of 1,016
and research programs with foreign regular institutions, were in-
scientific expert assistance, and up- cluded in these projects: 30
grading of academic staff's profes- universities under the ministry

mentation of reforrms andc iinovationls is conditioned by the ability of decision-
makers to build a consenisus among the various constituelits of the higher
education subsector. Cost containmeit, cost recovery, and internal efficiency
reforins must confer tangible benefits to govemnments and univer-sities and be
introduced in the coIntext of mor-e fundamental reforms that affect the au-
tonomy and finallcing of institutiois. This is currently being tried in Viet Nam.

(.uidelines fo- Futture Lendiing

Higher educationi investiients are importanit for economic growth. They in-
crease individuals' productivity and incomes, as indicated by rate-of-return
analysis, and they also produce significant external benefits not captured by
rate-of-return analysis, such as the long-ter-mii returns fromii basic researcih and
from technology developmient and tranisfer. Economic growth is a critical
prerequlisite for sLIstained poverty reduction in developing countries, which is
the overarching objective of the Woricl Bank.

Within the eclucationi sector, however, there is evidence that higher educa-
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of education (now the State municipal universities, as well as
Education Commission), 34 un- various technical, vocational, and
der a range of other national scientific institutions, China's higher
ministries, 32 under agriculture education system has been
and forestry (including 13 pro- strengthened considerably. World
vincial), 14 under public health, Bank assistance has facilitated
56 at the provincial level, and China's reentry into the international
17 short-cycle vocational univer- mainstream in many fields of scien-
sities administered by city gov- tific training and research. The World
ernments . . . Its outstanding Bank, in return, has acquired expe-
feature was the broad spread rience throughout the higher educa-
of assistance, in which no ma- tion subsector, an understanding of
jor sector of the higher educa- how its different tiers are related to
tion system was neglected. each other, and has become better
[Hayhoe 1989] able to target its lending to key train-

ing and research programs.
Over the course of a decade and

through eight investment projects Sources: International Advisory Panel and Chi-
aimed at increasing quality, access, nese Review Commission 1991; Hayhoe 1989;
and efficiency at approximately two Frame and Narin 1987; Eisemon 1992c.
hundred national, provincial, and

tion investments have lower social rates of return than investments in primaiy
and secondary education andc that investments in basic education can also
have a more direct imipact on poverty reductioll. because they tend to improve
income equality. Recognizing this, developing countries throughout the world
are investing heavily at these levels, and in primiary education in particular:
gross primary enrollm1enit ratios increased from 79 percent to 104 percent
between 1970 and 1990. This progress has been supported with World Bank
lending, and primary and secondary education will conlinue to be the highest-
priority subsectors in the Bank's education lending to counltries that have not
yet achieved universal literacy and adeqLiate access, equity, and quality at the
primary and secondary levels. In these countries, the Bank's involvement in
higher education will continue to be mainly' to make its financing more equi-
table and cost-effective, so that primary and secondary education can receive
increased attention at the margin.

Reform of higher educationi, and particularly strategies for mobilizing
greater private financing for hig;her education through cost-sharing and the
promotion of private institutions, can help countries free up some of the
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iic-elnenital public resources needecl to improve quality and access at the
primary and secondary levels. World Bank lending for higher education thus
has a further strong justification: to support countries' efforts to adopt policy
reforms that will allow the subsector to operate more efficiently and at lower
public cost. Countries prepared to adopt a h1igher education policy framework
that stresses a differentiated institutional structure and diversified resource
base, with greater emphiasis on private providers and private funding. will
continue to receive priority. In these countries. Bank lending for higher educa-
tioin is supporting:

* Sector policy reformis
* Institutional developmnent
* Quality improvemenit.

Supporting Sector Policv Reformis

World Bank lending is ilicreasiligly designed to support refomis of financial
and maniagerial policies necessary to establish a more equitable. efficient, and
higher-quality system.

Bank lending in suppoll of refonr programs can include fiianicinlg for
investmenits as well as the implementation of policy measures. While the
composition of the package of policy reforms will vary by regioll and income
level, reflecting the specific socioeconomic and political circtLmstanices of
each country. in most cases it includes some combinationi of IneasLires to:

* Control access to public higiler edulcation on the basis of efficient and
equitable selection criteria

* Encourage the developmenit of institutionis with different programs
anid different missions

* Establish a positive environimiienit for private institItions
* Introduce or increase cost-sharing and other financial diversification

measures
* Provi(le loan, grant. and work-stuLdy prooramiis to ensuIre that all quali-

fied but financially needly students can pursue higher education
* Allocate puLblic resouIrces to higher education tranisparently and in

ways that strengthen quality and increase efficiency
* Enable higher education institutions to autonomnously raise and utilize

resources and determinie student intake.

The World Bank will continue to adapt its lending strategy and policy
dialogue in higiler educationi to different regionlal recluiremilents. No package
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of policy reforms can be effective in all circumstanices, nor can all necessary
refomis be implemented simultaneously. But any package will need to be
monitorable and to demonlstiate progress toward financial sustainability.
Strengthening the policy environment to improve higiher education perfor-
marice is a long-term process that the Bank supports with analytical expertise
and lendirlg.

Capacity Buildinig and Institutionial Development

Capacity building and institutional developmenit for higher education nieed to
be supported by the World Banlk at both the national and institutionlal levels.

National Level

Support for capacity building will contintue to be ciirected toward strengtheni-
ing the capacity of the government for policymaking and coordiniatinig refori
imiiplemiientation. This oftenl iniiplies Bank assistance in strenigthening over-
sight or advisory bodies with a capacity for policy analysis. evaluation ot
requests for funding, monitoringy institutions' perfomiance arid makin-g infor-
mation about institutions' perfonnarice available to students. It can also in-
ciLde support for establishing t-anisparenlt mechaniisms to guide government
allocation of public spending on higher education institutions.

The Bank has supported such capacity building initiatives in Kenya.
Mauritius, Romaniia, Uganda. and elsewhere. providiig expert assistance when
necessary arid financial support for techinical studies. In Mauritius, for ex-
ample. the Bank supporte(i govemnment effoorts to establish a tertiary educa-
tioIn coniniission, whose first task was to prepare a master plan for the
rationialization arid development of the higher education sector. Technical
assistance was niade available to assist each of the ftour tertiary institutions in
preparing an institutional developniienit plan (IDP). Each IDP defined the spe-
citic riiission of the institution, its developienit goals, an academic plan, and
the resouIrces needed to achieve these objectives. The next step was to inte-
grate the IDPS into a coher-ent developnienit plan for the whole subsector.

An increasingly high prior-ity area for Batik support is assisting countries
to set up or restructul-e student loan and financial assistance svsteriis. As
strategies to expand cost-sharing are puIsued. well-functioninig loan and grant
schemes become essential for ensuring equity of access to highiel education.
An example of this type of assistance is the recently approved student loan
refornii project in Venezuela, which supports the recapitalization. computer-
ization, arid administr-ative strerigthiening of the key student loan agency in
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conjunction with policy reforms to increase real interest rates on student loans
and improve loan recovery.

Institutional Level

At the institutional level, the World Bank will continue to offer assistance to
strengthen the managerial capacity of universities and other institutions and
their ability to achieve efficiency gains through effective planining. sound
financial managemenit. and improved program delivery. In Mozambique. for
example, the Bank is supporting Eduardo Mondlane University's institutional
development program. The Bank program is improving instruction by provid-
ing textbooks and stucly materials: reducing staff losses by provicling access to
housing and supporting professional training of both academic and adminis-
trative staff, improving management and accountability by providing short-
term management training linked to staff development and by contracting an
annual external audit: ensuring adequate regional and gender representation
by increasing student housing; and restoring the physical plant by instituting a
maintenance program.

Such intervenitions have been useful for generating debate on policy re-
fonns as well as for mobilizing extemnal resources. For example, an eighteen-
month interinal study conducted by Eduardo Mondlane University to establish
objectives and priorities for long-term development has been the basis for its
discussions with the community of aid and lending agencies in garnering
support for its projects.

ImPI (Jroving Quality

National strategies for higher education clevelopment that include an explicit
fiocus on improving the quality of instruction and research will contilue to
receive priority World Bank support in countries that have undertaken appro-
priate policy reforms. The Bank typically assists governmments in implement-
ing the necessary policy reforns in conjunctioni with a series of projects that
support quality improvemenlts in universities and other institutions. These
investments take place within a sectorwide strategy to reform higher educa-
tion as a whole.

Insofar as universities are concerned, priority is increasingly given to
concentrating resources in a few institutions, either public or private. provicl-
ing undergraduate education in fields of importance to the country's human
resource development, and offering advanced scientific training and produc-
ing research of an interilational standard. An increasing share of World Bank
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investments in higher education is therefore targeted to support nationlal and
iegional ceniters of excellence. To develop or strengthen institutional centers
of excellence in small nations, support for regional initiatives is expanding
along the lines described in chapter 5. This includes support for national
institutions operatingC as regional centers rathier thani the creationi of new
supra-national institUtions. Aid can involve direct assistiaice to nationial insti-
tutions or programs with a regionial missionl, such as staff developmelit or
equipment upgrading, and national programs of scholarshiips for students
attending regional institutiolIs outside their country of origin.

More specifically, the World Bank is giving increasing priority to invest-
ments designed to enihance the quality of instructioni and research by provid-
ing assistance lor:

* Upgrading the qualificationis of academic staff
* Intro(lucing innovationls in teaching, the organization alid content of

acadlemic programs, and methods of assessing student performance
* Increasinig the provision and quality of instructional facilities and

resources to support institutional plans for self-improvement
* Improving exaiminations and selection processes
* Establishing accreditation and perfonmance assessment systems
* [ncreasing the productivity and quality of graduate training and staff

research, including support for national and internationlal scientific
communicationi.

The World Bank is increasinigly providing fundinlg to higher education
institutionis on a competitive basis, in a way analogous to its support for
university research in Brazil, China, and Korea. In Hungary, for example, the
Bank is assisting rationalization and reforimi of the higher educationz and re-
search system through a fund for new initiatives (see box 6.3). Access to this
fund is competitive, and grants are made to institutiolIs to strengthen the
quality, efficiency. and relevance of their prograns. Proposals are reviewed
by expert panels, and medium-term support is provided to facilitate innova-
tions. The scheme is integral to the success of the reforms needed to ensure
the sustainability of these initiatives. Similarly. the ongoing engineering edu-
cation project in Egypt provides funds to reliabilitate and construct new f;acili-
ties. purchase laboratory equipment and library materials, and suppolt staff
developmenlt programs. Funiding is awarded after a review of proposals for
self-improvement that are prepared by engineering departments from internal
self-audits of their needs and reforn plans.

The Bank is also supporting efforts to differentiate higher education svs-
tems. This can include funding for short-cycle and continuing education pro-
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BOX 6.3 SUPPORTING Support will be distributed to in-
STRUCTURAL REFORMS stitutions and their students through
IN HUNGARY various funds. Students will receive

payments from the state student
A major reform of higher education fund for part of the costs of accom-
now being implemented in Hungary modation, boarding. and textbooks
will change the way most higher edu- and, in addition, will receive loans to
cation institutions are financed, in- pay these and other costs interest-
cluding research institutes that free for ten years. A tuition fund will
provide advanced scientific training. provide support to institutions based
A new higher education law, pre- on their efficiency and performance
sented to the national parliament in as well as the costs of the programs
1992, reorganized the public higher they offer. The higher education re-
education system, legitimized the es- search fund will selectively support
tablishment of private institutions, al- proposals from institutions that fall
lowed public institutions to levy fees, outside the mandate of other na-
changed the procedures for allocat- tional research councils, while the
ing state support to students and in- facilities fund can be accessed by
stitutions, created funds to support institutions for extraordinary capital
research, institutional rehabilitation, needs. Universities and colleges will
and innovation, and established new be allowed to determine and allo-
policy structures to direct the growth cate intake except in the case of
of the higher education system. The certain professional faculties such
reforms are being supported by a as medicine, dentistry, and veteri-
World Bank loan (1991). nary medicine. whose enrollment will

The higher education law brings all be controlled by the committee for
higher education within the authority higher education and research. The
of one ministry, which will be advised institutions will be allowed to obtain
by a committee for higher education additional income from private
and research. The committee will be sources without reduction of their
composed of representatives of the operating budgets, set salaries and
various ministries concerned with wages of academic and nonaca-
higher education, university rectors demic staff, and manipulate other
and administrators of scientific insti- aspects of their cost structure sub-
tutions, and local and foreign experts. ject to minimum accrediting stan-
It will formulate norms for financing dards adopted by the committee to
public and private institutions and determine eligibility for support from
make recommendations through the the tuition fund.
ministry to parliament on public ex-
penditures for higher education. Source: Hungary 1991.
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grains, open universities, and diploma- and certificate-granting ilstitutions.
as well as establishing and expancling private higher education. Most of the
future increase in higher education eniollimenits will be absorbed by these
institutions. For this purpose, World Banik investments are more and more
directed at improxing the quality of training offered by these institutions.
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Findings of the World Bank's
Operations Evaluation Department

LITTLE has been done in the past to evaluate the World Bank's
work on higiler education in a comprehensive way. The Bank's Operatiolis
Evaluation Department (OED) has evaluated higher education projects in their
1978 "Review of Bank Operations in the Education Sector" and more recently
in "World Bank Assistance to Agricultural Higher Education 1964-1990"
(World Bank 1992f) and a 1991 report on "Indonesian Education and the
World Bank: An Assessment of Two Decades of Lending" (World Bank
1991a). In addition. somtle projects have been assessed in the "Annual Review
of Project Performance Results" from 1985 to 1987 and "Annual Review of
Evaluationi Results" from 1988 to 1991. Review of these documelits shows
that the Bank started financinig higher education institutions in 1963 on the
assumption that these institutionis would supply the trained labor power and
adapt the new technologies necessary to enhance economic development.

Financing in the early years emphasized hardware, such as construction
and equipment, with a gradual shift to supportilng improved software, such as
teacher training and new methods of delivering educational services. The
1978 report. which encompasses the years 1963 to 1978, reviewed a total of
55 education projects and covered all subsectors. The main thrust of these
projects was to achieve expansion-only 3 percent of which was in higher
education-as well as to brinig about improvements in administration and
planning, in teaching facilities, and in the training and status of teachers in

92
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education in general. In the late 1960s to early 1970s two main objectives of
the higher education projects were to direct universities towards research on
local problems and to encourage the expansion of training in science and
technology. Many projects were designed to assist mult.ple subsectors so that
allocations to higher education represented only a small slice of the total. For
example, for agricultural projects between 1964 and 1990, while total project
costs were estimated to be $2,840 million ($2.84 billion), the cost of the
agricultural higher education components was only $715 million, with Asia
receiving 80 percent of the total investment. The majority of higher education
projects assisted one or two institutions in a particular country.

Several problems were identified. The first was the failure to understand
universities as complex and unique organizations-the planning did not take
into account whether projects were sustainable, how the institutional structure
would mix with the socioeconomic and the political environment, or how
inteinal academic politics would affect the project. With agricultural higher
education projects in particular. little thought was given to commitment on
the part of the borrower. The second problem was weak analysis of issues on
the basis of unrealistic labor market assessments due in part to the absence of
comprehenisive labor market data. Unworkable implementation arrangements
were also a recurrent problem.

Over the period tinder review, projects increasingly stressed enhancing
university maniagemenit-improving resource allocation and intemnal efficiency,
rationalizinlg program development. and controlling the growth of recurrent
expenditures. With regard to implementation, some projects suffered from
time and cost ovenruns. Implementation lags did not necessarily result in
adverse outcomes, however. The bulk of the implementation problems arose
from implementation arrangenments that did not allow for autonomous execu-
tion of the component and did not involve university staff sufficiently: super-
vision by Bank staff who were unfamiliar with higher education issues; poor
performance by technical assistance experis; and weak monitoring and evalu-
ation systems that were not able to identify and correct problems as they
occulTed. This was especially evident in Indonesia, the Bank's largest and
most diversified education program ever undertaken.

Overall, projects usually achieved their targets for expanding facilities.
improving the physical plant, and upgrading staff, and enrollmelits were
generally in In1e with expectations. Less impressive were the results pertain-
ing to the impact of projects on broa(ler institutional objectives and economic
development.

A 1993 OED report on "The World Bank Role in Human Resource Devel-
opment in Sub-Saharan Africa" (World Bank 1993) stressed that the situation
of African universities has become dramatic and that the continent continues
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to be heavily dependenit on expatriate experts. InI recenit years. Bank lending
has concentrated on primary education, resulting in the relative neglect of
African higher education. In addition. Bank projects in that subsector have
favored support for teacher training over investment in universities. The re-
port noted that too much faith has been put in the resuilts of conventional rates
of retumn analysis. which led to the recommendation to reallocate resources
from higher education to the lower levels of education. Given the methiod-
ological limitations of that approach. and the importance of' highler education
for producing the professional and technical specialists r equired by each coun-
try. the report called for increased Bank attention to the needs of African
higlier education institutions. It also recommenlded, for reasons of political
feasibility, a more consultative approach in the preparation of projects to
support higher edlucation reforImIs.
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